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Chairman’s Column
In his editorial in the February issue of The Mariner’s Mirror, Martin 
Bellamy commented upon the very sad but noteworthy number of deaths 
of prominent individuals within what might be termed the maritime history 
‘community’ over the course of recent months. Sadly, I must continue in 
the same vein, for the last few weeks have witnessed the passing of two 
distinguished and remarkable men whose names have featured for many 
years on the list of eminent figures in the society that appears inside the 
back cover of the Mirror.  

The first of these is our patron, His Royal Highness the Prince Philip, 
Duke of Edinburgh. I will be contributing a full obituary of the duke to the 
August issue of The Mariner’s Mirror, his passing having been announced 
after the deadline for the May issue, so I will confine myself now to 
only a few general points. He had been the society’s patron since 1980, 
succeeding his uncle Lord Mountbatten in the role. He was also following 
in the footsteps of his grandfather, Prince Louis of Battenberg (later first 
Marquess of Milford Haven) who was president of the society from its 
founding in 1910 until his death in 1921, a few months after Prince Philip’s 
birth. The Duke of Edinburgh was well aware of this sense of continuity, 
as he wrote when he accepted the nomination to become patron.

 
I have a particular interest in The Society for Nautical Research as my 
grandfather (Admiral of the Fleet Prince Louis of Battenberg) was its 
first President and I am sure that he would have been delighted to 
know how successful the Society has been since its foundation in 
1910. The saving of HMS Victory and the founding of the National 
Maritime Museum stand as two valuable and tangible results of the 
collective endeavours of the members of the Society. To these must 
be added the contributions by individual members to scholarship, 
research and preservation in all aspects of nautical history . . . the 
Society is flourishing, long may it continue to do so.

The duke displayed an interest in the society’s work, attending 
functions and contributing forewords to various publications, including 
the centenary history of the society, The Mirror of the Seas. It was entirely 
characteristic of his interests in the maritime and technological spheres 
that his last communication to the society was to wish us well upon the 
launch of our podcast in October 2020.

Finally and by way of a footnote, the duke’s death almost certainly closes 
a long and illustrious chapter in naval history. He was appointed Lord 
High Admiral of the United Kingdom in 2011, reviving a historic office 
vested in the Crown since 1964 and which, with one very brief exception, 
had not been held by an individual since 1709. With his passing, the office 
reverts once again to the Crown, and it is surely unlikely that it will ever 
be revived again for any individual. 

On behalf of the Council and members of the society, I wrote to Her 
Majesty the Queen via His Royal Highness’s private secretary to convey 
our condolences to her and the entire Royal Family, and to express our 
gratitude for the duke’s service.
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The day before the duke’s funeral, the society received the shattering news 
of the sudden death of Professor Eric Grove, one of our Vice-Presidents 
and a stalwart of the society over many years. Eric had been present at a 
Zoom meeting of our Finance and General Purposes Committee only six 
days before his death and was in his usual ebullient form, so his passing 
came as a particular shock. Many fine obituaries of Eric, providing all the 
key factual details of his life and career as well as many lively anecdotes, 
have appeared online and in newspapers, so I do not intend to duplicate 
any of that material here; moreover, a formal obituary of him will of 
course appear in The Mariner’s Mirror. From a personal point of view, he 
had been a friend for the many years during which we served together on 
the Councils of SNR and the Navy Records Society. In many respects he 
was a force of nature: quite simply, no-one else could convey what could 
sometimes be quite technical information about some obscure aspect of 
naval history with such irresistible enthusiasm and in language that could 
be easily understood by audiences of almost any size, age, or background. 
I will particularly treasure memories of the times after meetings of the 
SNR’s Research and Programmes committee when we would adjourn to a 
small pub in a back street off the Strand in central London, and Eric would 
hold forth to the rest of us while he killed time before his train back to 
Blackpool. (His expertise in the nominal timetables, quirks and downright 
idiocies of the national rail ‘system’ was a lesser known but formidable 
side to his character.) Those occasions felt, and to observers must have 
looked and sounded, very much like pupils sitting at the feet of the master; 
and in a sense, that is exactly what they were.

If there is one small consolation to be gleaned from Eric’s death, it is 
the fact that he contributed to so many TV programmes that he is likely 
to continue to appear on our screens via repeats for many years to come. 
Browse through the documentary channels in particular at pretty much 
any time of day or night and there is a fair chance that, sooner rather than 
later, you will come across Eric, arms waving as he enthuses about some 
aspect or other of maritime history, winning new converts to our discipline 
as he does so. It is a memorial that I think he would have wanted.

David Davies
Chairman, SNR

Editor’s Notes

Welcome to the May 2021 edition of Topmasts. This edition is published in 
the shadow of the sad deaths of our Patron HRH The Duke of Edinburgh 
and one of our Vice Presidents, Professor Eric Grove, whose contributions 
to our Society are covered in our Chairman’s Column. 

This edition was put together some time before the deaths were 
announced, so we have the usual range of articles, SNR news and 
notifications of events. You will find in this edition a different aspect of the 
story of the Mutiny of the Bounty and Pitcairn Island that relates to Capt. 
Bligh’s library and those volumes that were landed with the mutineers on 
Pitcairn. Also in this edition there is a reminder of Ipswich; of just how 
long has been a port (since Saxon times); how  important it was (it was 
once the premier exporter of UK wheat); and its development in the 19th 
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century. The last two articles relate first to the development from nothing 
of the port of Mudros, the forward base for the Dardenelles operation, 
and the part played by Rear Admiral ‘Rosy’ Wemyss; and second, the part 
played by a tin lined basket in the saving of a life at sea after a shipwreck. 

Sadly there is still a much lower level of activity in maritime related 
conferences, exhibitions and lectures. But the few I have found are 
listed, along with news of the Society. However, many thanks to all the 
contributors to this edition, and remember that I am always looking for 
new contributors, especially female nautical historians. 

Following the death of our President, HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, 
there have been many tributes, interviews and films relating to his long 
life. One that caught my eye is an interview on the Forces News Youtube 
channel in which HRH gave an account of his wartime service in the 
Royal Navy. In this interview the interviewer should have done a bit 
more research into the naval history of the Second World War, but it is 
nevertheless worth a look. You can find it at

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pX5UNcFUNN4 
Unfortunately I could not find a similar interview undertaken by the 

late Eric Grove, but if anyone can send me a link to that interview, I will 
happily publish it in August.

Nigel Blanchford
Editor, Topmasts

Nigel.blanchford@snr.org.uk

Early Books on Pitcairn: 
Questions raised by the visit of the whaler 

‘Elizabeth’, 1819 
The Elizabeth was one of various South Sea whalers that passed through 
the fleet, usually about five in the 1820s, of the London owner William 
Mellish (1763–1834). He bought most second-hand and though this 
370-ton vessel was built at Southampton the date is not given in Lloyd’s 
Register, where it appears classed E1 (not the A1 of new vessels) from 
1818 to 1827. It may have been a ship (owner unrecorded) that first sailed 
to the Pacific in 1810, or one that started life with a different name, with 
Mellish renaming it after his elder daughter Elizabeth on purchase in 1817, 
the year of survey for its first Lloyd’s entry and when it sailed on its first 
voyage for him that May. If it was renamed, the last whaler he sent out in 
1834, the Margaret, was perhaps a similar case; that was the name of both 
his wife and younger daughter.

From 1817 to 1822 Mellish’s commander in the Elizabeth was Captain 
Henry King.1 Recorded as a South Sea master from 1803, he made his first 
voyage for Mellish in the Perseverance in 1811 and, in all capacities, had 
made seven voyages round the Horn by 1819. On 20 February that year 
he completed his cargo of 500 barrels (250 tons) of oil in the central south-
eastern Pacific and set a homeward course south-south-west, ‘intending to 

1 For Mellish, King and the Elizabeth, see www.britishwhaling.org. I am also grateful to Charles 
Payton for his advice on the ship and Osmund Bullock for genealogical help.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pX5UNcFunn4
mailto:Nigel.blanchford@snr.org.uk
http://www.britishwhaling.org
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touch at Pitcairn’s Island for the purpose of refreshing the crew previous 
to our doubling Cape Horn’.2 It is also circumstantially apparent that he 
had hoped for an opportunity to visit the island and its inhabitants, the 
English-speaking descendants of the Bounty mutineers and the Tahitian 
women accompanying them, who had found refuge there in 1790. 

King knew that charts of the area were sketchy, kept a good lookout 
and on 1 March sighted and landed on what he named Elizabeth Island, 
after his ship and daughter. He does not appear, as sometimes reported, to 
have found  British colours already flying on this deserted raised atoll 80 
miles north-west of Pitcairn but ‘displayed’ them there himself, claiming 
its discovery. He probably did not know that Pedro de Queiros (who had 
called it San Juan Bautista) was the first European to find it in 1606 and 
certainly not that Captain James Henderson of the East India Company’s 
Hercules had anticipated him only weeks earlier, in January 1819, and first 
accurately charted its position after also calling at Pitcairn en route from 
Valparaíso to India. In December 1820 it became the refuge of survivors 
from the Nantucket whaler Essex, whose sinking by a whale was the most 
notable of three such attacks, that inspired Moby Dick (1851). It is now 
officially Henderson Island.

At Pitcairn, which he sighted next day and visited on 3–5 March, King 
found the welcoming and piously Christian community of 45 still headed 
by the last mutineer, John Adams (1767–1829), ‘a hearty, corpulent old 
man’. His account includes a table of the islanders and the fates of the 
other eight mutineers and accompanying Tahitians who had arrived in 
the Bounty, as reported to him. He lists six living and four dead Tahitian 
women, and two dead ‘children accompanying the mother’ when they had 
arrived in 1790, which does not exactly tally with other accounts.3

Another notable point about the Elizabeth’s visit is that there is no 
mention of it (or Henderson’s in the Hercules) in the Pitcairn Register, the 
basic record of island history from the Bounty’s arrival on 23 July 1790 
until the book ceased to be used in July 1854 because of its deteriorating 
condition. The reason is that the Register was only begun by John Henry 
Buffett after he arrived in the whaler Cyrus of London (Captain Hall) on 
10 December 1823. Buffett (1797–1891) was a literate carpenter, without 
family, whom Hall allowed to stay in response to Adams’s request for an 
assistant school master, owing to his own advancing years. All Register 
entries before 1824, at earliest, are therefore retrospective, often only 
approximately dated and otherwise imperfect, and ship visits only appear 
to be reliably noted from about 1828.4 
2 See, passim, King’s account, published as ‘Art. XXII – Extract from the Journal of Captain 
Henry King of the Elizabeth’, in The Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, 3: 6, Oct. 1820, 380–8.
3 Six Polynesian men (all dead by 1800) came in Bounty but totals of women range from 11 to 14, 
plus one female child often reported as an early death. Part of the uncertainty lies in variations of 
Tahitian names and island relationships. The Pitcairn Study Centre (Pacific Union College) tally, 
probably the most accurate, lists 12 original adult women plus ‘Sarah’/‘Sully’, the 10-month-old 
fully Tahitian daughter of Teio (later ‘Mary’ Adams, second wife of John). Sarah married Charles 
Christian (Fletcher’s second son) in 1810, had eight children by him and died in 1826. One woman 
(‘Jenny’/ Teehuteatuaonoa [?], not mentioned by King) left on the American whaler Sultan in 1817, 
returning to Tahiti via South America.
4 The Register (now National Maritime Museum REC/61) was published in 1929 by its then owner, 
the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, edited by Sir Charles Douglas. Its contin uation is 
the diary of George Hunn Nobbs (1799–1884), now in the Mitchell Library, Sydney. This has a single 
entry for 15 May 1853, noting Nobbs’s return to Pitcairn from England, then runs from 1 Jan. 1854 to 
24 Apr. 1861 but only on Pitcairn until 1856, when he led its evacuation to Norfolk Island.
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When recounting preparations for departure on 5 March 1819, King 
says that practically the entire island population came on board and that 
‘in return for their refreshment’, he gave them a whale-boat plus ‘orange, 
melon, pumpkin, celery and many other seeds which I had saved during 
my voyage (intending to give them should I ever touch at the island)’, 
as well as ‘some books, razors, combs and, in short, every thing they 
stood in need of; but nothing pleased them so well as the books: as they 
wished much to read and write’. What stands out is his additional note 
that the Pitcairners’ enthusiasm for literacy, originally based on use of the 
Bounty’s bible, elicited the gift of ‘nearly two-hundred books, of various 
descriptions’ from the Elizabeth’s officers and crew. Since they were 
presumably not all those on board, even discounting necessary navigational 
ones, this suggests the Elizabeth was something of a floating library and 
with a fairly literate complement. For a ship of its size, probably with four 
whaleboats, that is likely to have been about 28 to 32, so a median of 30 
suggests there were well over six books for every man, although probably 
unevenly distributed from many more to none. If anyone has seen parallel 
figures for the overall numbers of books found on other whalers (or long-
voyage sailing ships generally) it would be interesting to hear of them. 

Other than the Bounty Bible (returned to Pitcairn in 1950) and her 
surgeon, Thomas Huggan’s, copy of William Buchan’s Domestic Medicine 
(1776 edition), which came off the island in 1854 and is now in the Caird 
Library at Greenwich, no other books seem known to have been taken from 
the ship at Pitcairn before it was burnt. Common sense suggests others were. 
Huggan certainly had further medical ones that might have been useful. On 
his death at Tahiti in December 1788 they passed to acting surgeon Thomas 
Ledward, formerly the (unofficial) surgeon’s mate, who left all on board 
when he was one of those cast adrift with Bligh. Bligh also had over 40 and 
not just navigational (see below). Others of wider reference included Lind’s 
works on seamen’s health that both Fletcher Christian and the other well-
educated mutineer, Edward Young (died 1800) might have thought to save; 
they, and other Bounty crew, probably also had some. 

The nature and fate of the books handed over by the crew of the 
Elizabeth, or indeed of any more with a known provenance to early ships 
visiting Pitcairn, is also of potential interest. The only thing clear is that 
many are likely to have been religious. In 1840 the Reverend Thomas 
Heath noted, on visiting, that George Hunn Nobbs, who arrived in 1828 
and was undisputed community leader from 1837, gave regular readings 
to his island flock of sermons by George Burder (1752–1832), Isaac Watts 
(1674–1748) and George Whitefield (1714–70), and that they had by then 
received ‘many books from the Tract Society and other friends’.5 In a 
missionary age it is not surprising such works were taken or sent there 
but those handed over by crews of ships arriving by chance would also 
be indicative of their wider reading matter, albeit much is likely to have 
been devotional given that both naval and merchant seamen had long been 
specific targets of evangelism. The Bounty’s bible, for example, was typical 
in being a gift to the ship from the Naval and Military Bible Society and 
Nelson was one of many captains who asked such bodies to supply his 
crews with bibles and prayer books when going into commission. 
5 ‘The Pitcairn Islanders’, in The Evangelical Magazine and Missionary Chronicle, 19 (1841), 
520–2 (comment on p. 522). 
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That said, there must have been other works of literature, history or 
self-improvement for the leisure hours of long voyages. As a striking 
parallel example, we as yet know of only one voyage, in an East Indiaman 
to China, by the seaman turned marine painter W. J. Huggins (1781–1845), 
but when he gave his copy of V. E. Knox’s self-improving Prose Epitome 
. . . (1791) to one of his daughters in 1835 he inscribed it as having been 
in his sea-borne possession since boyhood ‘to various parts of the world, 
travelling over a space of three hundred and twenty thousand miles’. That 
equates to nearer 13 circumnavigations than 12.

The one volume so far known from the Elizabeth is religious and has long 
been called ‘John Adams’s prayer book’. It is the 36th edition, probably 
printed about 1775, of The New Week’s Preparation For a Worthy receiving 
of the Lord’s Supper . . ., first published in London in 1737 and soon 
acquiring a second part often, as here, bound with it (figures 1 and 2). Like 
Domestic Medicine, it was a common and widely distributed work, found 
in many printings into the 1820s. It bears the autograph inscription ‘John 
Adams / His Book May / 31 1820’ but also, in a more schooled hand, that of 
the donor, Samuel Henry Rapsey of the Elizabeth, recording it as a present 
to Adams on 5 March 1819 (figure 3). Given that it shows no sign of being 
from a prior organizational donor, was then already over forty years old 
and is still in well-cared-for condition, it may (like the Huggins example) 
have been a valued personal item, although one also easily replaced. 

Rapsey, then 17, was born at Deptford in 1801 as a younger son of John 
Rapsey, an employee of the Navy Transport Board, and his wife Sarah. He 
had an elder brother, Peter Hitt Rapsey, baptized in Plymouth in 1794. 
Peter married a Charlotte Searle at Rotherhithe in 1818 and emigrated, 
with early children, to Sydney in the ship Medway in 1822. At entry there 
he was called a ‘merchant’ but was certainly a whaling seaman. In 1828 he 
was noted as master of the small Sydney-based whaler Nereus, built as a 
174-ton brig at Sunderland in 1820 but barque-rigged from 1832. Samuel 
appears to have followed him to Australia since he captained Nereus from 
some point before September 1829, the date of an extract from his log 
that he included in a letter to the Sydney Morning Herald of 6 June 1845. 
With a third partner, they were co-owners of Nereus in 1830 and Peter 
apparently owner/master in 1831–32. In 1832 Samuel was master of the 
colonial whaler New Zealander.6 It therefore seems likely that in the 
Elizabeth Samuel was an apprentice or under-officer rather than just a 
seaman. By about 1834 he had settled at Morpeth, in the Maitland district 
inland from Newcastle, New South Wales, where his apparent teenage 
piety continued from January 1838 as a founding branch committee 
member of a bible distribution charity.7 He had also probably followed his 
older brother there, since Peter and Charlotte Rapsey both died and were 
buried at Maitland in 1847. Samuel married an Eliza Peacock at Maitland 
in 1848 and from July that year was briefly landlord of its Golden Lion 
Inn until his death on 28 February 1849, aged 48 (though reported as 47). 
That he was religious is clear; it is also a reasonable inference from King’s 

6 See Mark Howard ‘Masters of the Sydney Whaling Fleet, 1805–96’ in Descent, 44, part 2 (Jun. 
2014), 91 and NEREUS | Passengers in History (accessed 4 Jan. 2021).
7 The Morpeth Branch Association, see The Colonist (Sydney) 13 Jan. 1838. Other references to 
the Rapseys can be found at Free Settler or Felon Search Result (jenwilletts.com) (accessed 4 Jan. 
2021).

https://passengers.history.sa.gov.au/node/932490
https://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php
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Figure 1 ‘John Adams’s prayer book’, title page and note of March 1853 by W. H. Holman 
recording its gift to him on Pitcairn by Adams’s daughter. The boards and spine were either 
reinforced with sailcloth by Rapsey, or on Pitcairn after 1819; in the latter case it might be ‘Bounty’ 
canvas.

Figure 2 Title page and facing engraving to part 2. All references throughout to administering 
the Sacrament are crossed out, either by Rapsey or on Pitcairn, where no one was ordained to do so 
until Holman began his temporary stay in August 1852.
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approving comments on the Pitcairners’ piety that he was too, and that his 
interest in visiting them was in part motivated by curiosity on that score. 

In March 1853 the prayer book was given to the Reverend William 
Henry Holman (1826–1901) shortly before he left Pitcairn after an eight-
month stay. Holman was chaplain of the frigate Portland (Captain Henry 
Ducie Chads), then flagship of Rear-Admiral Fairfax Moresby on the 
Pacific Station, based at Valparaíso. Moresby had landed him in August 
1852 on the same visit that he took off George Nobbs to return to England 
for formal ordination, during which time Holman replaced him. The book 
later passed to the Royal United Service Institution Museum and to the 
National Maritime Museum on its dispersal in 1963.

The foregoing raises two open questions. First, what other books (if 
any) either from the Elizabeth or other vessels calling at the island before 
1831 still exist, in whatever present locations? That is the year in which 
the Pitcairners were first all removed to Tahiti; the move was not a success 
and they returned later in 1831, but it provides the date before which only 
third parties could have taken books to Pitcairn, other than any landed 
from the Bounty. Second, are the Bounty’s bible and Buchan’s Domestic 
Medicine really now the only surviving ones from that ship (also wherever 
now located) or are there any known mentions of others being landed, 
even if no longer extant?

The following are short titles of Bligh’s known books in the Bounty 
(but not necessarily all) that he felt justified in claiming for as lost in the 
ship; ‘or’ indicates possible alternatives suggested by the terse author/title 
abbreviations of his valuation list (e.g., ‘Bougainville’s Voyages’). 8 Dates 
are either first or earliest-found editions plus the latest he could have had 
at sailing in December 1787. Subject groupings and alphabetical author 
listing within them are mine.

8 The National Archives ADM1507(B). Bligh’s claim of £283 1s. 6d. for personal losses in the 
Bounty was endorsed ‘told this cannot be allowed’ by Philip Stephens, Secretary of the Admiralty, 
while his net wages as commander were £286 6s. 6d. In effect, he appears to have subsidized the 
voyage rather than being paid for it. 

Figure 3 Ownership and gift inscriptions by Adams (left) and Rapsey (right). These are now 
inverted on the inside back board and flyleaf, apparently from a repair on Pitcairn after the rest 
became separated and was stitched back in with front and back covers reversed. 
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Voyages: Arctic/Northwest and Northeast Passages
William Coxe, Account of the Russian Discoveries between Asia and 
America . . . (1787); Luke Foxe, North-west Fox … (1635); Christopher 
Middleton, A Vindication of . . . Captain C. Middleton [of the Furnace, 
to Hudson’s Bay] (1743) or Arthur Dobbs, An Account of the Countries 
Adjoining to Hudson’s Bay . . . With an Abstract of Captain Middleton’s 
Journal . . . (1744); George F. Muller, Voyages from Asia to America 
[prefixed by Russian voyages in search of a North-East Passage] (1761, 
new edn 1764). 

Voyages: Pacific/Atlantic
George Anson, A Voyage Round the World in the Years mdccxl, i, ii, iii, 
iv . . . (1748, or any edn to 1778); Louis Antoine de Bougainville, A Voyage 
Round the World . . . [in the years 1766–9] (1772) or Antoine Joseph 
Pernety, The History of a Voyage to the Malouines (or Falkland) Islands 
Made in 1763 and 1764 [by Bougainville] (1771); Alexander Dalrymple, An 
Historical Collection of the Several Voyages . . . in the South Pacific Ocean 
. . . [to 1764] (1770) or A Collection of Voyages Chiefly in the Southern 
Atlantick Ocean (1775); William Dampier, A Collection of Voyages . . . 
(1729); John Douglas, (ed.) A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean . . . [i.e. Cook’s 
last voyage, 1776–80] (1784); John Hawkesworth (ed.) An Account of the 
Voyages . . . in the Southern Hemisphere [of Byron, Wallis, Carteret and 
Cook] (1773).

Dictionaries
Robert Ainsworth, Thesaurus linguae latinae . . . (1736, 1761 or as 
abridged by Thomas Morell, 1774); Nathan Bailey, The New Universal 
Etymological English Dictionary (1721 or up to 1776); Abel Boyer, 
Dictionnaire Royal Français et Anglais (many edns, first pub. 1702); Lewis 
Chambaud’s ‘Dictionary’, (probably Treasures of the French and English  
languages: of which the 4th edn 1772, includes a  vocabulary); William 
Falconer, Universal Dictionary of the Marine (1769, new edn 1780); Samuel 
Johnson, Dictionary (1755, but probably the 2-vol. abridgement, 1756).

Mathematics
William Gard[i]ner, Tables of Logarithms . . ., (1742, many later edns); 
Nathaniel Hammond, The Elements of Algebra . . . 2nd edn 1752); 
‘Maclamers [? sp.] Algebra’ (probably Colin Maclaurin, A Treatise of 
Algebra, 1748); Henry Sherwin, Sherwin’s Mathematical Tables . . . (1717, 
5th edn 1771); Thomas Simpson, Elements of Geometry . . . (2nd edn 1760; 
4th edn 1780); John Wilson, An Introduction to arithmetic... (2nd edn 
1752).

Astronomy and navigation
William Bayly, The Original Astronomical Observations . . . [on Cook’s last 
voyage, 1776–80] (1782); Samuel Dunn, A New and General Introduction 
to Practical Astronomy . . . (1774);  James Ferguson, Astronomy Explained 
. . . (1756); Nevile Maskelyne (ed.), Tables Requisite to be Used with the 
Nautical Ephemeris . . . (1781); Nevile Maskelyne (ed.), The Nautical 
Almanac and Astronomical Ephemeris (1766, vols for up to 1790–91); J. 
Robertson, The Elements of Navigation . . . (1754); A. Shepherd (ed.), 
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Tables for Correcting the Apparent Distance of the Moon and a Star . . . 
(1772); Andrew Wakely, The Mariner’s Compass Rectified . . . Carefully 
corrected, and very much enlarged . . . by J. Atkinson… (about 1694, and 
later edns inc. 1779 and 1787).

Cartography/pilotage and seamanship
Greenvile Collins, Great Britain’s Coasting Pilot (1693, 7th edn 1779); 
William Mountaine, The Seaman’s Vade-mecum . . . (1744 and 1756); 
William Mountaine and John Adams, The Seaman’s Vade-mecum and 
Defensive War by Sea . . . with Additions by John Adams (1783); ‘Four 
Qu[ar]ter [? Quarto] Waggoners’ (otherwise unidentifiable).

Health
James Lind, A Treatise of the Scurvy (1753); James Lind, Essay on the Most 
Effectual Means of Preserving the Health of Seamen (1762); James Lind, 
Essay on Diseases Incidental to Europeans in Hot Climates . . . (1768 and 
later edns).

Natural science
James Ferguson, Lectures on Select Subjects in Mechanics, Hydrostatics, 
Pneumatics, and Optics . . . (1764, 6th edn, 1784); Benjamin Franklin, 
Experiments and Observations on Electricity . . . (1751, but probably 4th 
edn, 1774); Pierre-Joseph Macquer, Elements of the Theory and Practice 
of Chymistry (1775); William Nicholson, An Introduction to Natural 
Philosophy (1782, new edn 1787). 

History/geography
David Hume, The History of England (6 vols, 1752–62); Thomas Salmon, 
The Modern Gazetteer: or, a Short View of the Several Nations of the 
World (1746; 10th edn 1782).

Religion
Personal Bible and prayer book; William Derham, Astro-Theology: or a 
Demonstration of the Being and Attributes of God, from a Survey of the 
Heavens . . . (1726; 11th edn 1768 and new Scottish edn 1775); William 
Derham, Physico-Theology: or, a Demonstration of the Being and Attributes 
of God, from his Works of Creation . . . (1720 and many later edns).

All images by the author, courtesy of the National Maritime Museum.
Pieter van der Merwe

Fellow, SNR
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The Ipswich Wet Dock
There has been a port at Ipswich since the Early Middle Ages when a wharf 
was established on a bend in the River Orwell. It was probably established 
in the seventh century by the rulers of East Anglia, possibly in the reign 
of Raedwald. Archaeological evidence suggests  that the town of Ipswich 
(then called Gipeswic, named after the river Gipping which becomes the 
Orwell above the wet dock) grew up around the quay, extending to more 
than 120 acres, the area later enclosed by Viking age ramparts. There is also 
archaeological evidence of trade with what is now the coasts and rivers 
of Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium and France, making Ipswich the 
major trading port of the East Anglian Kingdom.

Before the construction of the Wet Dock in 1839–42 there was only 
one place at which it was legal to land cargoes, and that was the Common 
Quay in front of the old timber-framed Custom House with its ‘Sailors’ 
Walk’ lined with wooden columns supporting the upper floor (figure 1). 

Elsewhere along the riverside buildings came right down to the water’s 
edge, though at the rear of their properties some prominent merchants had 
their own quays at which they might deal with their own goods. An early 
example of such a private establishment was Bigod’s Quay, owned by the 
Bigod earls of Norfolk whose stone house – a mark of great affluence 
in a town that was largely composed of timber-framed buildings – stood 
in Key (Quay) Street. Edward Caley’s 1837 drawings depict an active 
waterfront but the quays were quite dilapidated in places.

Ships used to sail up the Orwell, ideally on a rising tide, to reach their 
berth at high tide at the quays close to the town to load or unload their 
cargoes. When the tide went down, the ships were left high and dry, often 
leaned over and were impossible to move. This became an increasing 
problem at the end of the eighteenth century as ships got larger and 
deeper and something had to be done to keep Ipswich alive as a growing 
commercial port. Contemporary drawings depict an active waterfront but 
the quays were quite dilapidated in places (figure 2). Isaacs Crossway is 

Figure 1 The fourteenth-century Custom House at Ipswich before its replacement in 1845 
(Courtesy of Ipswich Maritime Trust Image Archive)
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of fourteenth-century origin as a complete complex of  warehouses and 
merchant’s accommodation, now restored and converted into Isaac’s pub 
and restaurant (figure 3).

A ‘Dock Committee’, formed in 1836, asked civil engineer Henry 
Palmer, to assess the viability of a wet dock, whereby ships could stay 
afloat in deep water at all stages of the tide. The idea was to dam the River 
Orwell near the present lock, dredge out the riverbed and remove adjacent 
boggy marshland to provide a stay-afloat dock some 32 acres in extent 
– the largest in England at the time. The tidal river channel would be 
diverted along a new cut and ships would enter the dock through a lock. 
Work started in 1838 and the dock opened for business in 1842.   

In 1837 the Ipswich Dock Commissioners obtained an Act of Parliament 
allowing them to construct a new wet dock while also placing certain 
conditions on them. In addition to building the wet dock and providing a 
diversion for the river Orwell along a ‘New Cut’ to the west of the dock, 
the commissioners were to allow ‘all persons, with cattle and carriages, . . . 
[to] have free access to the dock and quays and the sides of the said new 

Figure 3 Isaacs Crossway, left, prior to restoration and right, as a pub today (Courtesy Ipswich Maritime Trust Image 
Archive)

Figure 2 The Common Quay, the Tudor dock, part of the panorama from Stoke Hill painted by 
John  Cleveley in 1753 (Courtesy Ipswich Maritime Trust Image Archive)
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cut and channel and also to contribute to the health and recreation of the 
inhabitants [of Ipswich]’. The Ipswich Dock Commission was provided 
with investment of £25,000 and the right to borrow a further £100,000 
but needed a further loan of £20,000 and also an additional levy of 6d. 
per tonne on all imported coal to fund the project. The dock opened in 
1842; the original lock gates entered the dock from the New Cut involving 
a difficult turn in the narrow cut. It was later replaced by a new lock 
downstream and on a bend, making it easier to enter.  

A contemporary writer, John Wodderspoon, described the building 
of the wet dock in A New Guide to Ipswich, describing the largest 
infrastructure project that Ipswich had even seen in a chapter simply called 
Wet Dock from which the following extracts are taken.

Greatly, however, as Ipswich has experienced the progress of 
improvement, and the good effects of the energy of her inhabitants, 
all sinks into insignificance when compared with the projection and 
construction of the Wet Dock. 

For many years, indeed ever since Ipswich has been a port of 
any trade, the merchants and ship owners residing in the place, and 
those foreigners who visited it as traders, loudly complained that the 
condition of the river, from numerous and constantly accumulating 
banks, and shallow waters, checked the increase of the commerce 
which under better convenience might have been attained. There was 
also a cry that, in consequence of there being no Wet Dock, as in 
other ports of similar magnitude, ship owners were subjected to a 
serious deterioration of their property, in addition to the actual loss 
of considerable trade. These and other deficiencies of the port, led to 
the active duties of the River Commissioners, a body which, though 
not perhaps possessed of sufficient energy and means to accomplish 
all that could be desired, yet did essential service in smoothing many 
of those difficulties in the navigation of the Orwell, which neglected, 
might have become, in process of time, insuperable. 

Over the years two plans for a wet dock had been put forward but rejected 
by the Commissioners as impractical.

The necessity, however, for forming a convenient basin for the 
accommodation of the shipping frequenting the port was day by day 
becoming more urgent. Another proposal was then submitted to the 
inhabitants by Mr. W. Lane, the present collector of customs, and 
out of this was eventually constructed, upon the report of Mr. H. 
R. Palmer, civil engineer, the plan of the Dock, in the completion of 
which Ipswich has raised her character as a port to a great extent.

On the twenty-sixth of June 1839, the foundation of the lock 
was laid, amid a large concourse of people, and attended with great 
rejoicings . . . [figure 4] The appearance of the scene was of the 
most imposing character. With the exception of the spot round the 
immediate neighbourhood of the stone, the excavation was filled 
with spectators, the preponderance being ladies from the town and 
neighbourhood. The sloping sides of the ground, as also the summit 
of the bank, along the whole upper side of the Lock, literally swarmed 
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with people. Indeed, except that part of the channel where the ground 
was so much broken at to render standing impossible, there was not 
a single foot of earth unoccupied . . . All appeared animated with the 
highest interest towards the particular occasion that had called them 
together, while the beauty of the afternoon, the sun shining out with 
even meridian splendour – the fresh green beauty of the landscape – 
the Orwell covered with vessels of all sizes – the steam-packets – the 
gay dresses of the ladies – the military and – ever and anon the loud 
booming of cannon discharged from all quarters, contributed to the 
interest of a scene that will be remembered by those who witnessed 
it for many years to come.

The work proceeded with few interruptions until the month of 
January 1842, when the gates of the lock being closed, the undertaking 
might be said to have been completed.

Possessed of a Dock of such noble dimensions, being three acres 
more than the whole area of the London Docks, and exceeding by 
twenty acres the area of water in St Catherine’s Docks, Ipswich has 
gathered to herself capabilities unknown to many ports of far higher 
pretensions. Let us hope they may be put in requisition to their full 
extent, and succeeding years show the cost of providing these great 
improvements has not been sacrificed in vain

The tree-lined promenades on both sides of the Cut provided splendid 
complementary shore-based recreational areas to the paddle steamers, the 
first of which, named Orwell No. 1, plied from New Cut East whose wharf 
was then known as Orwell Quay. The Griffin ferry linked this Quay to 
the wharf of the same name on New Cut West. In a lovely watercolour, by 
Ipswich artist Albert Ribbans, a later steamer also named Orwell, leaves 
the Cut (figure 5).

But the lock (the northerly lock on the map in figure 6) was awkwardly 
placed for ships to enter and was replaced by new lock in 1881. This lock 
is still in use today. New quays were constructed around the dock during 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries to cater for new industries in the 
town. The dock’s heyday was probably the 1960s but by this time ships 
were becoming ever larger using the deeper water Cliff Quay and later 

Figure 4 Ceremony for the laying of the Wet Dock Foundation Stone (Courtesy H. Davy, 
Ipswich Maritime Trust Archive)
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the West Bank Terminal. 
Leisure boating increased 
during the 1980s and the 
dock has been largely 
converted to a marina, 
although timber is still 
regularly imported into 
one dockside warehouse. 

Although the wet dock 
is still in use, mainly as 
a marina and for leisure 
purposes including cafes, 

bars and restaurants on the 
quays, Ipswich remains a busy 
port. Situated at the head of 
the River Orwell, 12 miles (19 
kilometres) from the open sea 
it  handles 2 million tonnes of 
cargo per year. It is the UK’s 
leading grain export port 
and handles a range of other 
products such as fertilizer, 
cement and aggregates.

The Ipswich Maritime 
Trust began life in 1982 at 
a time when the Wet Dock 
was in serious decline with 

very few vessels and 
many redundant historic 
buildings. Its aim was to 
find ways of bringing life 
back to the Wet Dock, and 
its success in this endeavour 
was largely achieved when 
its ‘Sail Ipswich’ event in 
1997 drew over 35,000 
people to the Waterfront 
over a single weekend. 
Today, the principal aim 
of the trust is to bring 
to everyone’s attention 
the astonishing maritime 
history of the Orwell and 
its Port, reaching back to 

Figure 5  The steamer ‘Orwell’ (Courtesy 
Albert Ribbans, Ipswich Maritime Trust 
Image Archive)

Figure 6 1884 Ordnance Survey map of the Wet 
Dock (Image in the Public Domain)

Figure 7 Ipswich Maritime Trust Window Museum (Courtesy 
Ipswich Maritime Trust Image Archive)
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before the seventh century, enabling Ipswich to claim to be the oldest 
English town. We undertake a wide range of activities which includes 
holding a series of winter and spring talks on a maritime related theme, 
and running the Window Museum on Albion Wharf for which we are 
always keen to collect and display maritime artefacts. 

Stuart Grimwade
Director Ipswich Maritime Trust

Mudros: 
Stepping Stone to the Dardanelles

In 1915 Mudros was to become a major port, the base for all the shipping 
serving the Dardanelles campaign. This was created from nothing in a very 
short time, as troops were already arriving; and being some 30 miles from 
the fighting, it was to become the port for all the hospital and troop ships 
that brought the troops and tended the wounded carried from the fighting 
in the Dardanelles.

 In March of that year, Rear-Admiral Rosslyn Wemyss was in London 
waiting for a new appointment. He was called to Admiralty by Winston 
Churchill, then First Lord of the Admiralty and offered command of an 
operation to capture SMS Koeningsberg in East Africa. Two days later he 
was called back and told of the plans for the Dardanelles landings and 
that the island of Lemnos was to be the made the forward base for the 
operation, in Mudros harbour. Churchill told Wemyss that he was ‘to 
proceed there at once . . . That I should probably be the Governor of the 
island and that further orders would follow me immediately – which by 
the way they never did’.

Mudros harbour was well known to Wemyss from earlier postings; 
he had been in two ships of the 
Mediterranean Fleet in the 1890s, 
and in command of HMS Suffolk 
from 1905 to 1908, also in the Medi-
terranean. The harbour is located 
on the south side of Lemnos and is 
divided into two parts. The inner 
part shallows to the northern end 
and is suitable for smaller ships. 
Mudros Bay. the southern and larger 
part has depths of up to 23 fathoms 
(approximately 45 metres). At the 
entrance to the Bay Kombi Point 
projects from  the western side 
towards Cape Valandhi. The town 
of Mudros is located on the eastern 
side of the inner part. Mudros Bay 
was large enough for the bulk of the 
invasion force to assemble there.

Figure 1 Rear-Admiral Roslyn Wemyss 
(Courtesy Imperial War Museum)
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When Wemyss arrived there in the third week of February, with his 
three staff, the harbour was virtually empty with only a dozen or so ships 
at anchor. For Mudros to be able to operate as a port it needed facilities; 
cranes, piers and a supply of fresh water. None were available. There 
was one small pier at the head of the inner part of the bay for the use of 
the local fishing fleet. Further, he became aware that as ‘Governor’, he 
only had control over the town of Mudros, which was no more than a 
huddle of houses, and the harbour. This limited authority was a major 
disadvantage as he had to take precautions against ‘spies, secret agents, 
mischievous neutrals, babblers and adventurers of all sorts’. Lemnos had 
its own officials who retained the legal authority to administer Mudros.

Seven days after Wemyss had arrived, General Birdwood, the commander 
of the Australia and New Zealand Army Corps arrived at Mudros. From 
him Wemyss found out that 40,000 troops would be sailing from Egypt 
to Mudros. The first troops to arrive were 5,000 Australians although 
only 1,000 landed to make a camp. The next contingent to arrive was the 
Royal Naval Division, 8,500 strong. They had been embarked in a state 
of confusion and haste, on the understanding that they would disembark, 
reorganise and re-embark at Mudros. As no facilities were available, 
Wemyss instructed them to proceed to a port which had sufficient space 
ashore, before they could return.

This underlined to Weymss that he could not rely on support from the 
Admiralty for his task, as no instructions had arrived as to what was to be 
done. He therefore considered that he had a clean slate to create the base 
as he saw fit. He continued to organize the base, collecting the material 
elements necessary to run a large naval and military operation, which 
continued apace, only limited by lack of means and the necessary personnel.

Two weeks after he arrived, he was visited by the officer commanding 
the Greek garrison at Kastro, on the eastern side of the island, and the 
Greek Orthodox Bishop of Lemnos. This was an important meeting for 
Weymss, as its success would have a significant effect on the administration 
of Mudros. The meeting succeeded, as both left after assuring Weymss that 
not only would they not make any difficulties for him, but would assist as 
best they could as long as they were not required to intervene in any way. 
One of the results of the meeting was that a system of passes was introduced 
to restrict access to the town and camps that were being created. Although 
a system of passes was already in use these were indiscriminately issued; 
one was issued, in full knowledge of his identity, to an enemy spy. The 
new system improved the way that the passes were issued.

Wemyss wrote regularly to his wife Victoria and in a letter dated two 
weeks after his arrival he commented, 

My work seems to be as all embracing as it is perpetual. From allocating 
land, adjusting compensation for damages, supplying water, urging 
lazy people to do some work, landing armies and organising defences 
down to the ordinary squadron work, nothing seems to pass me 
by. Telegrams pouring in by the baskets full, messages by wireless 
telegraphy, orders from England (generally contradictory), requests 
from all parts of the Mediterranean, demands for the possible and 
impossible from every quarter, this will give you some idea of what I 
have to deal with at all hours of the day and night. Merchant captains 
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and military officers seem to vie with each other in seeing which can 
be the most tiresome . . .

Weymss was not the only officer to suffer from a lack of information. 
General Ian Hamilton, who had been appointed to command the troops 
on Lemnos also suffered from a lack of information. Before he sailed he 
was provided with a 1912 handbook on the Turkish army, a pre-war report 
on the Dardanelles defences and an out of date map.

The spring weather did not always help the progress of the creation of 
the port, as gales during the third week of March caused much damage. 
Wemyss’s frustration with the Admiralty was very obvious, as he wrote 
to his wife,

if you could imagine what the fatuous authorities seem to expect 
from us out here. They seem to think that because we have the use 
of the harbour from the Greeks and that I am here with the title of 
Governor and Senior Officer that they have established a base. Good 
God! I have nothing . But we struggle along and truly I am surprised 
at the results we obtained and I am lost in admiration at the resources 
of my people.

He was, in addition to creating a port, also working out the plans for the 
combined operations at Gallipoli. The complications of landing an army 
of 100,000 men, with all their equipment, using the limited number of 
small craft available, in the face of an enemy who were determined to stop 
them, were huge.

The first ships of the invasion fleet left Mudros for the afternoon of 
23 March to anchor at Tenedos overnight. As they left Wemyss noted 
the change in the harbour from when he had first arrived, when it was 
virtually empty. Now it was crowded with 

vessels of every description, men of war, hospital ships, tugs, lighters 

Figure 2 Mudros Bay in 1915 (Author’s collection)
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and pontoons . . . This heterogeneous mass of shipping would 
have conveyed to the uninitiated eye an impression of disorderly 
profusion, but was in fact one composite whole, whose every part 
was an organised integral part ready to move at a given moment to 
its assigned station with full knowledge of the part it had to play in 
the forthcoming struggle.

When Wemyss had completed all the plans for the landings, he took 
command of a division of the First Naval Squadron, flying his flag on HMS 
Euralyus, the elderly cruiser which was to remain his flagship into his next 
posting as commander-in-chief of the East Indies Station. His division of 
ships were supporting the 29th Division commanded by General Hunter-
Western.

He wrote to his wife on the 23rd,

My work is extraordinarily varied. I am still Governor of Mudros, 
. . . landing, or hoping to land, the Army, organising supplies for the 
troops and besides this commanding a squadron from this ship – 
truly a multifarious business.

The campaign continued and reinforcements were due to arrive at 
Mudros, so Wemyss returned there to further expand the base. The 
requirements of the ships were increasing but the necessary expansion 
was hampered by the ongoing lack of support from the Admiralty. The 
number of ships arriving was rapidly increasing and Wemyss was very 
aware that Mudros must develop to become a huge base. Of the lack of 
support from the Admiralty, he complained that ‘[They] seem to think 
that nothing is required here and that we ought to be able to carry on the 
work of a Portsmouth dockyard with no appliances and insufficient men.’

As the summer progressed a new problem emerged: that of disease, the 
rate of which increased dramatically as the temperature rose. Typhus and 
dysentery were rife.  The latter spread rapidly through the army and as a 
result of an urgent request from General Hamilton for reinforcements, 
three more divisions were agreed to be sent from England. The first 
detachments arrived on board Aquitania  on 10 July, with 6,000 troops 
on board. Her movements had been under a cloak of so much secrecy 
that even Wemyss was not made aware of her arrival date. As a result, 
she arrived off the port in the early hours of the morning, to find that the 
gate in the antisubmarine net was closed. She had to wait, stopped in open 
water, a prime target for a submarine, before the gate could be opened. 
The arrival of these extra troops at Mudros  required yet more camps and 
hospitals to be put up on the shores of the harbour.

Another result of the dysentery epidemic was that the sick were taken 
to Mudros, to go to the hospitals that had been set up on the island. These 
were soon overwhelmed; the hospital ships anchored in the harbour also 
became full as, in addition to those suffering from dysentery, the wounded 
were also still coming for treatment. The crisis reached the stage where 
warships were accommodating as many sick and wounded as they could, 
and boats with wounded aboard were going from ship to ship seeking 
space. Empty transports were used but they had no doctors or medical 
equipment on board.
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Despite this, the base continued to grow to cope with the numbers of 
ships in the harbour. On any one day between 150–200 large ships and a 
huge fleet of small craft, tugs, trawlers and other vessels were inside the 
harbour. Up to 50 ships arrived or sailed every day. Ashore, in three weeks 
in September a new encampment of about 10,000 inhabitants had risen up. 
Every hut and all the provisions were landed from the store ships, Using 
the three large piers and several smaller ones that had been built.

Although the Olympic had arrived at Mudros earlier in October with 
another 6,000 reinforcements, by the end of the month, the recommendation 
that Gallipoli be evacuated was made. The discussions continued before a 
final decision was made on 8 December. Wemyss, who had been promoted 
to vice-admiral a week previously, received a private message from the 
Admiralty advising him that the government had decided to evacuate 
Anzac and Suvla. Having made all the plans for the landing he now made 
all the plans for the evacuation. It was a complete success, with only one 
man lost. The evacuation which began on 10 December was completed 
on the nights of 18, 19 and 20 December, when the last 40,000 men of the 
rearguard, with their guns and equipment were taken off the beaches in 
complete silence without the Turks noticing. Wemyss had spent every night 
on a destroyer off the beaches watching the progress of the evacuation. On 
the day after, he returned to Mudros to find a signal awaiting him that 
he had been offered the command of the East Indies and Red Sea Station 
and another to tell him that he had been appointed KCB for his work 
in the Dardanelles. He sailed from Mudros on Christmas Eve for leave 
in England. In a nine month period, he had created a major port from 
nothing, made all the plans for the landings and then for the successful 
evacuation of some 140,000 troops.

John Johnson-Allen
Member, SNR

Note: This is a condensed extract from my forthcoming book ‘Rosy’ 
Wemyss, Admiral of the Fleet: The creator of Armistice Day, which will be 
published at the end of May by Whittles Publishing (see notice below).

A Victorian Shipwreck

There is a basket at the Esse stove factory in Barnoldswick that has a most 
interesting story. Without that basket my great great grandfather would 
have been ‘just’ another Victorian entrepreneur. So, what is the story? 

In 1840 the British-backed Cunard line established the first regular 
transatlantic steamship service, with RMS Britannia leaving Liverpool, 
bound for Halifax NS and Boston. This service was backed by subsidies 
from the Post Office, upsetting many Americans who believed that this 
created unfair competition for their ships. In 1845 the United States 
Post Office sought tenders for a subsidized service between the US and 
Europe. The contract was won by Edward Collins, who on the basis of 
the contract, established the Collins Line and built four large wooden 
paddle steamers in order to provide a twice-monthly transatlantic mail 
and passenger service. All four were in service by 1850 and were larger, 
faster and more luxurious than their main rivals on the route, the ships of 
the UK’s Cunard line.
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At 2,800 tons PS Arctic 
was marginally the largest 
and described at the time 
as having ‘an air of almost 
Oriental magnificence’. 
On Wednesday 27 Sept-
ember 1854 she had 
reached the Grand Banks 
off Newfoundland, where 
she met one of the area’s 
notorious fog banks. PS 
Arctic neither reduced 
speed nor sounded fog 
signals, and at 1215 hours 
the forward lookout 
warned of an imminent 

collision with another ship, and in spite of turning hard to starboard and 
going full astern, a collision occurred. Artic had collided with the French 
iron screw steamer Vesta. Initially it was thought that Arctic had not 
sustained serious damage.

My great-great-grandfather, Mr James Smith, who lived in Mississippi at 
the time was returning in the Arctic from Scotland to his home there. The 
following narrative is based on a report by him, published in the Quebec 
Chronicle in October 14 1854. Arctic was struck on the starboard bow 
and soon started listing to starboard. A boat was launched by the First 
Officer with the intention of going to the assistance of the Vesta, which 
was perceived to be in greater danger than Arctic as she had lost ten feet of 
her bow. On the Arctic, in James Smith’s words,

I saw Capt. Luce on the paddlebox, giving orders in one way and 
another and soon most of the officers and men running here and there 
on the deck, getting into an evident state of alarm, without seeming 

to know what was to be done, or applying 
their energies to any one thing in particular, 
except in getting the anchors and other heavy 
articles over on to the port-side of the ship.

Captain Luce kept the engines running, and 
being aware of the very precarious condition of 
his ship, steamed towards the shore about 50 miles 
distant, however about an hour after the collision 
the rising waters reached the boilers and progress 
halted. What followed was chaotic; the chief 
engineer and some of his staff launched a boat on 
the pretence of trying to cover the hole in the hull 
with a sail but ‘seeing, as I thought, symptoms 
of their real intention to get off from the ship 
without too many in the boat’. Meanwhile, those 
remaining on board were throwing overboard 
anything that might float and support a person. 

My ancestor had helped lash three planks 
Figure 2 Mr James Smith (Author’s 
collection)

Figure 1 SS ‘Arctic’ (Author’s collection)
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together and now, discovering that it supported him, pushed off from the 
Arctic in order to take his chances away from the ship. At about 0430 
the Arctic finally sank, ‘and I distinctly heard the gurgling and rushing 
sound of the water filling her from stern to stem.’ Night fell, drawing a 
veil over the events of the day, but not erasing them from James’ memory, 
‘such a night of extreme melancholy despair and utter loneliness I hope 
I shall never again experience.’ He had in his pocket a phial of laudanum 
and considered death but ‘felt it would be great relief to go immediately 
like the rest . . . But oh how unprepared was I to see my God, and for my 
family’s sake how necessary I felt it was to live a little longer.’

The next day my ancestor 
encountered a tin-lined basket in 
the wreckage surrounding him, 
strapped it to his three small 
planks, and survived in that for 
50 hours until he was rescued. He 
came up with other survivors,  two 
firemen on their own makeshift 
craft. On the day before rescue 
they saw a distant ship to the south 
and ‘being determined to leave 
no effort untried which might 
possibly attract their notice, I stript 
off coat and vest, and taking off my shirt, tied it by the sleeves to the end 
of my paddle . . . and waved it to and fro for more than an hour, till the 
ship was nearly out of sight.’ However, following the disappointment of 
not being sighted, they scanned the horizon and saw, to the north, bearing 
down on them the ship Cambria, and were finally spotted.

I saw her boat lowered with five men in it, who, picking up the two 
firemen in their course, came dashing along direct for my raft and 
were soon bouncing alongside. I allowed myself to tumble aboard 

of them, unable to physically adopt 
anything of a graceful action, and morally 
overpowered with gratitude to God and 
to those his instruments. 

Clearly my ancestor was a very resourceful 
man. He had wisely put a few biscuits under 
his top hat (well, every gentleman takes his 
top hat with him when shipwrecked), and 
sadly that hat has gone the way of all hats; 
however, the basket and the shirt he was 
waving madly to his rescuers can be seen 
at the Esse factory. The rope used to tie the 
basket on was also providentially round 
his shoulders, and some laudanum in his 
pocket, which he chose not to use. However, 
he did use his pocket knife to cut one end of 
a passing tin can so he could use it as a bailer. 

The shirt and basket are in Barnoldswick 
Figure 4 The shirt that attracted the attention 
of the rescuers (Author’s collection)

Figure 3 The tin-lined basket (Author’s collection)
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as James Smith, with a friend went on to set up the Esse factory there. And 
my sister has a large chest of drawers given to my great great grandfather 
by the Captain Luce’s wife.

No women or children survived, of the 283 passengers only 21 
passengers survived, although 54 officers and crew did! Yes, it would seem 
that they took the boats, although Captain Luce ordered otherwise. A 
book Women and Children Last by Alexander Cosby Brown was written 
in 1961. However we also have ‘The Story of the Basket’ written up by my 
great-grandfather soon after and republished in 1994 for family members. 

It is not often that a shipwrecked passenger provides such a detailed 
report of their experience, and sadly such wrecks were all too common at 
this time. 

Although Vesta was perceived to be more badly damaged than Arctic, 
she survived and returned to port with most of her passengers and crew. 
Vesta was iron hulled and had lost 10 feet of her bow in the collision, but 
her forward bulkhead remained intact. Arctic was not compartmentalized 
and suffered severe flooding.

Annie Hall

Thinking of joining the Society for Nautical Research?

We hope that you have enjoyed reading this newsletter and, if you 
are not yet a member, will consider joining the Society in order 
to gain access to The Mariner’s Mirror, our quarterly journal, as 
well as access to the entire online back catalogue of The Mariner’s 
Mirror from 1910 to the present day, and other benefits. For more 
information click on become a member in the heading of our 
website at https://snr.org.uk

https://snr.org.uk
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An Alphabet of ship-modelling
‘B’ is for blocks and booms

Blocks and how to make them  
A rigging block is a fiddly and 
difficult item to make. After many 
years of experiment, I now do it 
by machining a very thin section 
of 1/32nd birch ply to which I 
then attach small blocks, grooved 
on their backs and made from 
boxwood. All small items are more 
easily made if they are attached to 
a piece of larger stock. For the blocks themselves, use only boxwood - the 
strains and stresses involved in the necessary sanding process will break 
away the fragile timber saw-cuts. The ‘kerf’ of the saw cut is made with 
a band saw initially. If you have a lot of them to manufacture, it may be 
worth buying ‘sized files’ as used by luthiers for string grooves at the nut 
of stringed instruments, but they are expensive. The sample shows triple 
blocks, easily converted to singles or doubles.

Sanding  
The blocks need sanding off into an 
oval shape, using either a powered 
disc or strap sander, guided by an 
engineer’s scriber. For the serious 
ship modeller, I cannot emphasize 
too much how often I use the 
sander/linisher. It will sharpen 
everything from a chisel to a pair 
of scissors; it will accurately grind 
away very small items in almost 
any material; it will deal with those 
difficult items like blunt needles; 
and sort out that most difficult 
issue of squaring the end-grain. 
Mine is ancient but the machine is 

marketed these days as a ‘Mini belt and disc sander,’ and is the most often 
used machine tool in my workshop, more often than an electric drill!

Tray full of samples  
Looking closely you will see that 
the ‘sheaves’ are simply made 
by using a section of wooden 
dowel drilled through the block 
horizontally. The top ‘ring’ 
is drilled through the strip of 
birchwood ply, using a single piece 
of copper wire, and turned in situ. 
By putting the wire through the 
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ply, you will not split the block. These samples are on a scale of 1:32, but 
the system covers all scales. 

Blocks being used to control a 
pivot and slide carriage 
Blocks were used in many 
ways, with a single block for the 
anchored end and a double block 
for the haul, known as a ‘luff’, 
power gained by three or four 
times. The gun is a model of the 
stern chaser aboard HMS Warrior 
1860, the notoriously dangerous 
110-pounder Armstrong gun, 
with drawn from service in 1863 

because of the danger to the gun crew (see the battle of Kagoshima Bay 
1863).

Gin block 
This is an example of a fairly 
unusual rigging block, using chain 
for the topmast on the Antarctic 
vessel SS Discovery 1901. I am 
guessing that there was uncertainty 
about the use of hemp rope for the 
sling of the topmast yard, in the 
frozen conditions of an Antarctic 
winter. By this late period of 
rigging, chain is in common use 
for the masts and spars of iron 
and steel sailing vessels, although 
Discovery’s hull was built entirely from wood and in the central portion 
of the ‘magnetic observatory,’ no ferrous material was allowed to interfere 
with the delicate readings of the scientist’s compasses.

Thames ‘Spritty’ barge (Nautilus) 1870  
The rig of a Thames barge is a law unto itself, but basically it is all about 
economy of effort, given that the only crew members were likely to be 

a lad and the bargee’s wife. 
From left to right in the pic, 
the first haul is attached to the 
leeboard, which acted as both 
a rudder, and a depth sounder, 
particularly useful in shallow 
estuaries and harbours. The 
haul is attached to a ‘crab 
winch’ aft, controlled at the 
side of the helm. The ‘t’ bolt 
securing the leeboard is known 
as a ‘mushroom’. The back-
stay rigging has a series of 
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single and double metal blocks, which were cast in white metal for the 
model. The treble ‘falls blocks’ are attached to the winch and allow for the 
whole of the rig to be lowered, with the mast pivoting in the mast housing. 

The Barge Winch 
The winch is complicated by 
having to double up as both the 
capstan for the anchor and the 
final hauling mechanism for the 
‘falls blocks.’  Add to this, the 
need for the bowsprit to be steeved 
when unloading in harbour and 
the whole dog’s dinner becomes 
apparent.  In fairness, it all worked 
well for a very long period of 
history, well over a hundred years 

of economy, and was responsible for bringing much of the raw material for 
the ‘new London’ being built throughout the nineteenth-century period. 

Boat Boom, the ultimate hoisting device 
HMS Thunderer 1911 model  

Hoisting and lowering the heavy boats 
of a super dreadnought, required a crane 
(boat boom) with articulating sheaves 
suspended from the upright tripod mast. 
The whole awkward design of the ship 
revolved around the protection of the 
auxiliary craft, lowering them successfully 
into the water and retrieving them at speed 
without mishaps.

Pond yacht boom
Large scale detail of a simple mainsheet, 
attached to the ‘horse’ or traveller of a 
traditionally built working pond yacht

William Mowll
Member, SNR
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SNR News
SNR Fellowships Award 

Barbara Jones is curator of maritime history and heritage at Lloyds 
Register of Shipping and a leading force in creating L. R.’s Heritage and 
Education Centre, opening up the priceless archives of Lloyd’s Register of 
Shipping to the general researcher. Her particular legacy will undoubtedly 
be her management of Project Undaunted, the digitization of Lloyd’s 
Register’s huge archive previously held by the National Maritime Museum. 
She has served on the Society’s Council and for many years and has been 
a stalwart member of the Research and Programmes Committee, making a 
significant contribution to their work. 

Cathryn Pearce is a senior lecturer in naval and maritime history at the 
University of Portsmouth and has been heavily involved in promoting 
maritime history over a number of years. She is chair of the British 
Commission for Maritime History, has been a Councillor for the SNR 
for nearly eight years and has also been secretary of its Publications and 
Membership Committee during that time. Her other voluntary work 
involves being on the editorial board of The Mariner’s Mirror and as editor 
of Troze, the online, peer-reviewed journal of the National Maritime 
Museum Cornwall.

Helen Garvey has served as the Membership Secretary, Company 
Secretary and book-keeper for nearly ten years undertaking a tremendous 
amount of administrative work behind the scenes for the Society and is the 
first point of contact to prospective and continuing members. It is due to 
her unfailing commitment to the Society, officers and Council, that we are 
able to provide such an excellent service to our membership.

Nigel Blanchford as editor of our online magazine Topmasts has improved 
and transformed this newsletter into a vibrant publication encouraging 
members to contribute articles. Topmasts is a well-read and well-loved 
newsletter which is publicly accessible and therefore is part of the all 
important first impression of the Society for visitors to our website.  Nigel 
has assisted the Society in furthering its objectives over these past years by 
undertaking a job which is often difficult and sometimes onerous. 

Comment on a Review of P. U. Jepson ‘The Last Voyage’
I have just had a long chat with Byrne McLeod about a book review 
in The Mariner’s Mirror (106:2, May 2020), on P. U. Jepson’s The Last 
Voyage. It is a remarkable book in English by a Danish historian, and 
rather wider and more important than the review in The Mariner’s Mirror 
gives it credit for. Daniel Pascoe, as reviewer, understandably concentrates 
on the dramatic shipwrecks of two Royal Navy vessels on Christmas Eve 
1811 off the coast of Jutland. The St George (98) and the Defence (74) 
were in the Baltic to convoy back to England a merchant fleet carrying the 
naval stores on which the Royal Navy depended during the Napoleonic 
wars. The book therefore covers not just the maritime archaeology but 
the whole complex political and historical situation. The review praises 
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the scholarship but does not enlarge upon the author’s exploration of 
the complex struggles as Napoleon attempted to reduce the countries of 
northern Europe to the status of Spain or Austro-Hungary.  Denmark, 
under A. P. Bernstorff as foreign minister, had a period of growth in the 
second half of the eighteenth century and now had a major merchant fleet.

What is strangely missed in the review is the recognition by Jepson of the 
failure in 1807 of Canning’s negotiations for the surrender of Denmark’s 
navy into British hands. Bernstorff had been quoted saying to his Paris 
minister in 1806, ‘We are lost so soon as we come into hostile relations 
with England.’ Transports holding 30,000 troops, Britain’s sole remaining 
spare men, were lying offshore at Vedbaek, just north of Copenhagen’ 
in August 1807, waiting for instructions from F. J. Jackson, Canning’s 
negotiator, a difficult man. He was rejected and the Crown Prince declared 
war; the armed neutrality that had nominally maintained peace had ended. 
The second British battle of Copenhagen in 1807 was very different to that 
of 1801. Denmark had been faced by a desperate choice: of France invading 
Jutland on which it depended for its supplies of corn economically and to 
feed its fellow kingdom Norway, or losing its navy and merchant fleets to 
Britain. 

Jepson covers this change of Danish policy at great length and the 
variations of action of the eccentric king of Sweden and the tsar of Russia’s 
successor. These led to the appointment by Lord Mulgrave in February 
1808 of Vice-Admiral Saumarez in command of HMS Victory to support 
the king of Sweden with a powerful fleet and especially to prevent the 
French crossing further Spanish troops to take control of Denmark. The 
Last Voyage is therefore an important and useful book on the history of 
the final stages of the Napoleonic Wars. Saumarez was to overcome the 
lack of further policy from an uncertain government, leading to warm 
relationships as a diplomat with all the countries that were nominally at 
war with Britain.  It is well illustrated, building on valuable comments from 
the late Professsor Ole Feldbaek. Jepson raises the interesting question of 
the poor quantity and quantity of navigational equipment issued by the 
Admiralty, creating dangers of inaccurate position holding in the North 
Sea leading to shipwrecks. 

I personally would not have bought a copy of the book on the basis of 
the review, and I am not alone, as the museum publishers do not appear to 
be concerned to publicize it. Two of us were given a timely copy by a kind 
and generous naval historian as a birthday present. It would be a pity if it 
were to be neglected.

Tim Voelcker
Member, SNR

Peter Duggan, 1936–2021
Peter Duggan, who died on 7 January aged 84, was a long-standing life 
member of the SNR. Born in Lewisham on 1 March 1936, he had some 
early health problems which – despite his stamina – left their marks. He 
went to what was called the ‘open-air’ school, for those who needed that, 
in nearby Charlton and after leaving at about 14 first worked for about 
three years in the Deptford High Street branch of Burton’s, the tailors, and 
for the next 20 as a store manager with Milne’s, a Deptford engineering 
firm, until he joined the porterage staff of the National Maritime Museum 
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in 1973; he retired as supervisor porter messenger in 1995. For most of this 
time Peter was the chatelain of ‘Feather’s Place’, the Victorian former school 
annexe that then held the NMM display and conservation workshops (oil 
paintings excepted), its design studio and the archaeology section, the last 
converted about 1990 into the museum’s photography studio.  

‘FP’ in the 1970s and early ’80s was full of characters: it included the 
office of George Naish as SNR Secretary (to his death in 1977) and was 
often a lively place, but Peter was well up to fielding its challenges. A small, 
slightly limping figure with a toothy smile, he ruled as concierge from 
a front-door cubby-hole, sallying out with broom, mop and bucket, or 
the internal mail to make his rounds. Juniors would get a straightforward 
piece of his mind about mess and disorder; for suited seniority it came 
more as the pained regret of a maiden aunt whose high standards had been 
disappointed, but he had a good sense of fun and was well liked. He kept 
museum friends into retirement and he enjoyed trips with them, notably 
on canals, since he was also long a volunteer with the Inland Waterways 
Association and, later, at the Imperial War Museum.

His greater notability, known to relatively few at Greenwich, was his 
lifetime interest in the works and life of Charles Dickens, and related 
London topography. It was an enthusiasm inspired by his maternal 
grandfather and in which he was widely read and knowledgeable. He was 
a long-standing pillar of the Dickens Fellowship, both in its social and 
commemorative activities and more formally as a member of committees, 
as chairman, and for some time Fellowship Trustee, of the Charles Dickens 
Museum (formerly the Dickens House Museum) in Doughty Street. He 
was also its council representative for the Worcester ma branch and in 
2017 the Fellowship acknowledged his many contributions by appointing 
him a vice-president. In 2015, at a ceremony in Southwark Cathedral, he 
received a lifetime achievement award from Southwark for services to that 
London borough and its local Dickens associations. This included through 
his long connection with the Wren church of St George the Martyr (‘Little 
Dorrit’s church’, close to the site of the Marshalsea Prison) where he was 
sacristan, a churchwarden and a governor of the church school. Although 
he had always lived in Deptford, it was fitting that his funeral took place 
there on 1 March, his 85th birthday. He is survived by his younger sister 
and her three sons. A longer appreciation by Dr Tony Williams, to whom I 
am grateful for details here, appears in the current issue of The Dickensian 
(vol. 117, no. 1). 

Pieter van der Merwe
Greenwich Curator Emeritus, NMM
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Anderson Awards
Dr Norman Friedman: 

Anderson Lifetime Achievement Award

We are delighted to announce that Dr Norman 
Friedman, one of America’s most prominent naval 
analysts and author of works covering a range of 
naval subjects, has been awarded the Anderson 
Lifetime Achievement Award. This award, given in 
memory of Dr Anderson, is made on an occasional 
basis by Council acting on recommendations from 
the Research and Programmes Committee to mark 
a lifetime’s contribution to nautical research.

Norman Friedman trained as a physicist but, 
working at the Hudson Institute, developed his 
interests in strategy and naval history. At the end of 
the 1970s he demonstrated a unique understanding 
of the dynamics of modern warship design in his 
‘Modern Warship Design and Development‘. He 

then moved on to write the standard illustrated accounts of USN warship 
design history followed by very important works on British warships 
that embraced over a century and more. His capacity for documentary 
research is without peer as is his capacity to combine deep technological 
understanding with an appreciation of political and economic policy 
matters. He has also written on wider historical matters, notably the Cold 
War, and over the years has produced over 30 books winning awards on 
both sides of the Atlantic. The Society believes Norman has made a unique 
contribution to nautical research and this is now recognized by this award.

Notices
An Australian Research Resource

Members of the SNR might be interested in a valuable research resource 
created by the National Library of Australia. This is the Australian Joint 
Copying Project (AJCP), a collection of historical material relating to 
Australia, New Zealand and the Pacific from 1560 to 1984. The project was 
established in 1945 and by the time it ceased in 1997 consisted of 10,419 
reels of microfilm with 11 printed handbooks and over 500 individual 
finding aids. The reels of film have since been converted into digital form, 
the handbooks and finding aids have been updated and expanded, and all 
are freely available online.

The site consists of two series: the PRO series, covering material held 
at the then Public Record Office; and the M or Miscellaneous series, 
covering other UK and Irish archives, libraries, museums, company and 
family records. It is the former that is likely to be of special interest to 
naval historians. It includes records created by the Colonial Office, the 
Home Office, the War Office, the Foreign Office and the Admiralty. 

The range of material collected by the project is very large. The 

https://www.usni.org/people/norman-friedman
https://www.usni.org/people/norman-friedman
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Admiralty records include ships’ musters, logbooks, Admirals’ despatches, 
Admiralty correspondence, letters from Captains (such as Matthew 
Flinders), letters from Secretaries of State, reports of courts martial, an 
account of the removal of relics from the Bounty, right down to reports 
on the re-arrangement of naval stations abroad 1911–19 and on the loan of 
HMNZS Leander to the British Fleet 1940–1. 

The portal to the online AJCP is at https://www.nla.gov.au/content/
australian-joint-copying-project. The National Library of Australia has 
produced comprehensive guides for users of the project, which you can 
see in the links on the left side of the screen. A research guide for the 
original microfilm collection is also available at https://www.nla.gov.au/
research-guides/australian-joint-copying-project. Particularly helpful is 
the guided tour on YouTube: https://youtu.be/94yeJpoVXcO

Being no longer young, the author of this note is often defeated by 
his computer. For those who feel the need for simple instructions, the 
following may help. 

Go to the home page of the National Library of Australia, https://
www.nla.gov.au/ and hover your mouse over ‘Using the Library’; click 
on ‘Australian Joint Copying Project’ to go to the portal’s home page; 
EITHER search using keywords OR browse via the online Finding Aids, 
in the PRO and M series. The site is vast and not for the faint-hearted. 

To illustrate: I undertook research on the nineteenth-century acquisition 
and operation by the colony of Victoria of the monitor HMCS Cerberus. 
The relevant material (Series ADM 122. Station Records. Australia. 
Correspondence, etc., 1855–1891, file 19, reel 2709, https://nla.gov.au/
nla.obj-732027610/findingaid#nla-obj-732159323) occupied almost 200 
pages; these included printed documents but also numerous hand-written 
letters and despatches. Reading the handwriting often proved challenging. 
Nevertheless the effort was rewarded.

I should point out that despite its online accessibility, the AJCP is not 
fully keyword searchable. This means that searches can only be done using 
words that appear in the ‘Finding Aids’ ‘metadata’ – descriptions of the 
contents created by cataloguers. The actual content of the records can 
still only be located by perusing the pages. In the example I have given, 
the word ‘Cerberus’ does not appear in the metadata at all, so a keyword 
search would bring up no results; instead, I knew that what I wanted 
was in the ADM 122 series, specifically in the records for the colony of 
Victoria, so I browsed via the Admiralty Finding Aid to locate the right 
Series, and from there went to the relevant subseries. So if you don’t get 
results with a keyword search, browse the Finding Aids to drill down to 
where you want to go. If you have citations that quote AJCP microfilm 
reel numbers, you’ll be pleased to know that you can still search by these 
numbers. In the above example, a simple search for ‘reel 2709’ would take 
you to the right location.

If you want to use AJCP material in a publication, broadcast or other 
public manner, see the information on acknowledgement and citation at 
https://www.nla.gov.au/australian-joint-copying-project/ajcp-citation.  
All images are free to download or print, and the National Library of 
Australia does not charge licence fees; however, you may also need to 
contact the holder of the original material for permission to use the material 
– see the ‘Location of Originals’ section of the relevant Finding Aid. 

https://www.nla.gov.au/content/australian-joint-copying-project
https://www.nla.gov.au/content/australian-joint-copying-project
https://www.nla.gov.au/research-guides/australian-joint-copying-project
https://www.nla.gov.au/research-guides/australian-joint-copying-project
https://youtu.be/94yeJpoVXcO
https://www.nla.gov.au/
https://www.nla.gov.au/
https://www.nla.gov.au/australian-joint-copying-project/ajcp-citation
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My thanks to Andrew Sergeant of the National Library of Australia for 
help in preparing this note.

John Seymour,
Canberra, Australia.

An Appeal for Information

Are you a relative of South Asian seafarers? We’re hosting an exhibition 
which highlights the rarely told stories of ‘lascars’ through the centuries. 
If you’ve got a connection we’d love to hear from you!

Please contact Munsur Ali with details or for more information: munsur.
ali@cityoflondon.gov.uk 

Calls for Papers

Continuity and Change in the Indian Ocean 
in an Age of Uncertainty

12–13 November 2021, Sheridan Institute of Higher Education and the 
Western Australian Maritime Museum

Sheridan Institute of Higher Education, in partnership with Australian 
Association for Maritime History and the Western Australian Maritime 
Museum, will host the second biennial Indian Ocean Studies Conference. 

mailto:munsur.ali@cityoflondon.gov.uk
mailto:munsur.ali@cityoflondon.gov.uk
https://sheridan.edu.au/
https://aamh.asn.au/
https://aamh.asn.au/
http://museum.wa.gov.au/museums/maritime
http://museum.wa.gov.au/museums/maritime
https://sheridanicon.weebly.com/
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The theme of this year’s conference is Continuity and Change in the 
Indian Ocean in an Age of Uncertainty, and will be held in Perth, Western 
Australia at the WA Maritime Museum (on Friday, 12th) and Sheridan 
Institute (on Saturday, 13th).

The biennial Indian Ocean Studies Conference provides an important 
venue for researchers, scholars, policy-makers, students and the general 
public to meet and share their thoughts and ideas on this significant region. 
The conference will facilitate presentations and discussions focusing on the 
subthemes of maritime history and trade, education and communities, faith 
and culture, and defence and political science. Presenters are encouraged 
to shape their papers and presentations around these themes and to engage 
with the latest research on the Indian Ocean region. A variety of interactive 
conference opportunities will be provided so delegates can mix, network 
and learn from each other in a stimulating and dynamic setting. 

We welcome scholars with a research interest in any of the above 
topics to submit abstracts for individual papers and/or panel proposals 
for the conference. Instructions on abstract submission, participation, and 
registration can be found on the conference website at https://sheridanicon.
weebly.com/

For more about the Australian Association for Maritime History visit 
aamh.asn.au or contact info@aamh.as.au 

Conferences
Canadian Nautical Research Society

2021 Virtual Conference
Canada’s Pacific Gateway, past present and future

The 2021 CNRS-SCRN Conference will be held Thursday 10 and Friday 
11 June 2021, and the Annual General Meeting on Saturday 12 June 2021.

The Canadian Nautical Research Society/Société canadienne pour 
la recherche nautique will hold its annual conference 10–11 June 2021.
The conference theme will be Canada’s Pacific Gateway, past present and 
future. The provisional conference programme can be found at :https://
www.cnrs-scrn.org/pdf/conf_2021_schedule_13apr.pdf 

Ship passing Prospect Point signal station, Vancouver 1937/8 (City of 
Vancouver Archives CVA 260-851. James Cookall)

https://sheridanicon.weebly.com/
https://sheridanicon.weebly.com/
https://aamh.asn.au/
mailto:info@aamh.as.au
https://www.cnrs-scrn.org/pdf/conf_2021_schedule_13apr.pdf
https://www.cnrs-scrn.org/pdf/conf_2021_schedule_13apr.pdf
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This will be a virtual conference to commemorate the 150th anniversary 
of British Columbia joining Canada, 25 July 1871. Earlier plans to hold a 
traditional conference in Victoria on these dates have been cancelled. 

Participation is free for members of the CNRS. To receive a link for 
the virtual conference, please send an email to CNRSConf2021@cnrs-scrn.
orgwith ‘Conference registration’ in the subject line.

To join the CNRS, please visit https://www.cnrs-scrn.org/membership/
index_e.html. Reduced rates are available for students and early career 
researchers.

The Problem of Piracy II:
An Interdisciplinary Conference on Plunder by Sea Across the 

World from the Ancient to the Modern

4-6 August, 2021 online conference
The study of piracy brings with it several interpretational problems and 
questions. As a global phenomenon that has lasted millennia, even defining 
piracy historically is difficult. Its meaning depended on distinctive legal 
and customary perceptions of predation at sea by diverse communities, 
kingdoms, and empires. Scholarship on piracy and maritime predation has 
blossomed in recent years, but scholars still struggle to look at it with 
broad enough perspective. In August 2021, the second conference of the 
Problem of Piracy Network will explore the problem of piracy and its 
study across various chronological, geographical, and disciplinary barriers.

The Problem of Piracy Network formed in 2019 to investigate these 
and other questions in an inclusive, collegial environment. We welcome 
anyone studying any aspect of piracy and maritime predation from any 
time, place, or discipline. The network brings together a wide range of 
postgraduate, early career, and senior researchers from various disciplines. 
In addition to holding conferences, the network hosts online seminars and 
seeks publication opportunities for exceptional work.

For further details and in due course joining instructions, please see 
https://problemofpiracyconference.home.blog 

Advance Notice
2021 McMullen Naval History Symposium

23–24 September 2021 US Naval Academy, Annapolis md
The 2021 McMullen Naval History Symposium, organized by the History 
Department of the United States Naval Academy will take place on 23–24 
September 2021 covering topics related to American or world naval and 
maritime history. 

The programme committee anticipates this year’s conference may be  
presented in an all-virtual format due to Covid-19 restrictions. Online 
registration for the conference will begin in late May of 2021. 

Further information on the 2021 McMullen Naval History Symposium 
will be available online at www.usna.edu/History/Symposium. Specific 
inquiries may be directed to the Symposium Director, Dr Virginia 
Lunsford, PhD, or the Deputy Director, Commander Stan Fisher, USN, 
PhD navalhistorysymposium@gmail.com 

mailto:CNRSConf2021@cnrs-scrn.org
mailto:CNRSConf2021@cnrs-scrn.org
https://www.cnrs-scrn.org/membership/index_e.html
https://www.cnrs-scrn.org/membership/index_e.html
https://problemofpiracyconference.home.blog/call-for-papers-2021/
https://problemofpiracyconference.home.blog/
https://problemofpiracyconference.home.blog/
https://problemofpiracyconference.home.blog
https://www.usna.edu/History/Symposium/
mailto:navalhistorysymposium@gmail.com
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Online Exhibitions
Merseyside Maritime Museum

Life on Board

The stunning new Life on Board gallery will be open for visitors when the 
museum re-opens after the current restrictions.

Exploring the moving and fascinating stories of Liverpool’s seafarers 
and passengers, the Life on Board gallery highlights the stories of the 
merchant sailors who drove the city’s prosperity, as well as tales of the 
people who sailed aboard leisure liners.

Uncover the dangers, joys, cultures and community at the heart of 
seafaring, from the 1700s to the present day and find out more about ship 
passengers and crews, and the lives they led on board.

The new gallery also includes the fascinating Archives Centre, featuring 
National Museums Liverpool’s vast collection of maritime and slavery 
records. This includes an interesting series of blogs on life at sea, including 
some of the difficult issues faced by mariners today.

https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/whatson/merseyside-
maritime-museum/exhibition/life-board-gallery 

Lloyds Register Foundation Heritage Education Centre

Online Exhibitions and stories: explore the fascinating heritage of Lloyd’s 
Register through their engaging online exhibitions and stories.

https://hec.lrfoundation.org.uk/whats-on/online-exhibitions-stories 

National Maritime Museum 

Discover our stories and collections. Search our digital collections, discover 
epic stories of sea, space and exploration, and get expert insight from our 
museum curators and specialists. There’s a whole universe to discover 
online at Royal Museums Greenwich. https://www.rmg.co.uk/discover 

Exposure: Lives at sea

From the large-scale panoramic to the intensely intimate, Exposure: 
Lives at sea captures both the extreme environments and everyday sights 
of our seas and oceans today. Bringing together photography taken around 
the world, from the reefs of Mexico to the isolation of Antarctica, the new 
exhibition at the National Maritime Museum shows us the myriad ways 
life can be spent at sea. See just some of the stunning images on show, and 
learn more about the photographers featured in the exhibition.

https://www.rmg.co.uk/see-do/we-recommend/attractions/exposure-
lives-at-sea 

See other curator blogs here
https://www.rmg.co.uk/discover/behind-the-scenes/blog?_
ga=2.249981059.444299921.1610535573-603620812.1610122706 

https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/archivescentre
https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/whatson/merseyside-maritime-museum/exhibition/life-board-gallery
https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/whatson/merseyside-maritime-museum/exhibition/life-board-gallery
https://hec.lrfoundation.org.uk/whats-on/online-exhibitions-stories
https://www.rmg.co.uk/discover
https://www.rmg.co.uk/see-do/we-recommend/attractions/exposure-lives-at-sea
https://www.rmg.co.uk/see-do/we-recommend/attractions/exposure-lives-at-sea
https://www.rmg.co.uk/discover/behind-the-scenes/blog?_ga=2.249981059.444299921.1610535573-603620812.1610122706
https://www.rmg.co.uk/discover/behind-the-scenes/blog?_ga=2.249981059.444299921.1610535573-603620812.1610122706
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Exhibitions
Only a few of the websites of the main maritime- and Royal Navy-related 
museums are currently giving an opening date following Covid lockdown, 
and of those most are giving a loosely defined opening date of ‘after 17 
May’. However, the National Maritime Museum has opened their grounds, 
café and shop. SS Great Britain’s Harbourside Café is open all week, and 
the dockyard and shop are open Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Most Scottish Museums are allowed to reopen from the end of April.
Please check the website of any museum you intend to visit for dates 

and times.

National Maritime Museum
Tudors to Windsors: British royal portraits

28 May–31 October 2021
Come face-to-face with the kings and queens who have shaped British 
history for over 500 years. Tudors to Windsors: British royal portraits, will 
include over 150 of the finest portraits from across five royal dynasties.

Discover how royal portraiture has developed over the last five 
centuries, from Henry VII to Elizabeth II at https://www.rmg.co.uk/stories/
royal-history 

Tickets go on sale from 21 April. Adults £10, Children £5, Student/
Under 25 £6.50

 Become a member to receive exclusive early access.

National Museum of the Royal Navy
Diving Deep: HMS Invincible 1744

Built by the French in 1744, HMS Invincible was captured by the Royal 
Navy in 1747 and became the blueprint for all Royal Navy 74-gun ships. 
HMS Invincible sank after 14 years in service running aground at Horse 
Tail Sand, in the Solent, near Portsmouth.

Rediscovered by a local fisherman in 1979, the site of the wreckage was 
declared a protected site in 1980. The first excavation began shortly after, 
with dive seasons finishing in the summer of 2019. The purpose of the 
excavation was to recover and preserve fragile artefacts from the ship as 
they became exposed.

Learn how HMS Invincible impacted the Royal Navy and the legacy 
she left behind. Watch the divers at work and immerse yourself in the dive 
film, which will make you feel like you are diving on the wreck without 
getting wet. Gain an insight into how eighteenth-century sailors lived, 
dressed and ate and learn how the recovered objects are conserved and 
then looked after by the museum.

https://www.rmg.co.uk/stories/royal-history
https://www.rmg.co.uk/stories/royal-history
https://www.rmg.co.uk/membership
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Online Lectures and Seminars
English Travellers to Venice, 

1450–1600
E. G. R. Taylor Lecture, 14 October 2021

Professor Michael G. Brennan, University of Leeds
This lecture focuses on early-modern 
Anglo-Venetian relations and is based on a 
forthcoming Hakluyt Society volume of edited 
texts of accounts by English travellers at this 
period, including those by pilgrims, diplomats, 
merchants, scholars, spies, religious exiles, 
mariners and youths undertaking educational 
‘grand tours’. Travellers represented in this 
volume include the pilgrims William Wey 
and Robert Langton, Protestant and Catholic 
religious exiles such as Cardinal Reginald 
Pole, the diplomat Thomas Wyatt, the 
historian William Thomas, the educationalist 
Roger Ascham, the courtiers Philip Sidney 
and Edward de Vere, Earl of Oxford, the spy 
Stephen Powle, the ambassador Sir Henry 
Wotton, the traveller and writer Fynes 
Moryson and the Anglo-Irish Catholic convert 
Henry Piers. This lecture will also explore the 
liminal geographical, political and religious 
space occupied by Venice between Western 
and Ottoman cultures and how these travellers 
utilized Venice as both a destination in its own 

right and as a traditional stopping point on longer journeys to the Holy 
Land, Ottoman Empire and the Far East. Specific attention will be paid to 
contemporary illustrations of daily life in Venice, such as those included in 
Giacomo Franco’s two volumes of engravings, Habiti d’huomeni e donne 
venetiane (1610) and La Citta di Venetia (1614). The cartographical and 
artistic importance of early maps of the city will be assessed, including large 
foldout maps in publications by Bernard Breydenbach (1486), Hartmann 
Schedel (1493) and Jacop de’ Barbari (1500). 

This will be available virtually and details will be available in due course 
from: https://rin.org.uk/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1495588&group= 

The British Commission for Maritime History
King’s Maritime History Seminars, Spring 2021

Although we look forward to the day we can welcome you back to 
King’s College London, we will continue to meet exclusively online 
until further notice. The details for joining the sessions on Zoom are 
below.

6 May 2021 The Wrens and the Wireless War in World War II 
 Captain Peter Hore FRHS CMIL

‘Venetian Courtesan,’ from Thomas 
Coryate, Crudities, London, 1611 (By 
permission of Special Collections, the 
Brotherton Library, University of Leeds)

https://rin.org.uk/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1495588&group
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As always, attendance is free and open to all. To take part, you must 
register on Zoom via the event listing where you will receive a link to join 
via email. You can do this here https://www.kcl.ac.uk/events/series/kings-
maritime-history-seminars. Papers will begin, as usual, at 17:15 GMT.

The King’s Maritime History Seminar is hosted by the ‘Laughton Naval 
Unit’ and the ‘Sir Michael Howard Centre for the History of War’ in the 
Department of War Studies, King’s College London. It is organized by the 
British Commission for Maritime History (www.maritimehistory.org.uk) 
in association with the Society for Nautical Research (https://snr.org.uk/) 
and with the support of Lloyds Register. For further information contact 
Dr Alan James, War Studies, KCL, wc2r 2ls (alan.2.james@kcl.ac.uk).

University of Plymouth
11 May 1900–2030 The Enigmatic John Marshall: Founder of Plymouth 
emigration depot, Baltic Wharf Dr Liz Rushen, Monash University
An insight into the career of John Marshall, founder of Plymouth emigration 
depot and master of logistics who has been all but forgotten today. Owner 
of at least 30 ships, and responsible for the reform of ship classification and 
Lloyd’s Register of Shipping in the 1820s, during the 1830s John Marshall 
became Britain’s busiest emigration agent. Realising that emigrants needed 
a safe place to stay before departure, in 1835 he established Britain’s first 
major emigration depot on Baltic Wharf in Plymouth, creating a template 
for the government’s later facilities at Deptford (London) and Birkenhead 
(Liverpool). 
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/whats-on/the-enigmatic-john-marshall-
founder-of-plymouth-emigration-depot-baltic-wharf 

Nautical Archaeology Society
Winter Webinar Series

The Nautical Archaeology Society’s 2021 Under The Water Webinar 
Series will run until at least June 2021 and will feature monthly talks or 
discussions on underwater heritage topics from the development of the 
discipline, to submerged cave archaeology to prehistoric submerged 
landscape archaeology.

Thanks to funding support from the Honor Frost Foundation the 
webinar series is free to join. If after the event you would wish to donate 
to the NAS’s work you can do so here.

https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/under-the-water-
webinars

Podcasts, Online and YouTube Resources

Society for Nautical History
The world’s no. 1 podcast dedicated to all of maritime and naval history. 
With one foot in the present and one in the past we bring you the most 
exciting and interesting current maritime projects worldwide, including 
excavations of shipwrecks, the restoration of historic ships, sailing classic 

https://www.kcl.ac.uk/events/series/kings-maritime-history-seminars
https://www.kcl.ac.uk/events/series/kings-maritime-history-seminars
http://www.maritimehistory.org.uk/
https://snr.org.uk/
mailto:alan.2.james@kcl.ac.uk
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/whats-on/the-enigmatic-john-marshall-founder-of-plymouth-emigration-depot-baltic-wharf
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/whats-on/the-enigmatic-john-marshall-founder-of-plymouth-emigration-depot-baltic-wharf
https://honorfrostfoundation.org/
https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/Pages/Appeal/
https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/under-the-water-webinars
https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/under-the-water-webinars
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yachts and tall ships, unprecedented behind the scenes access to exhibitions, 
museums and archives worldwide, primary sources and accounts that 
bring the maritime past alive as never before. Presented by Dr Sam Willis, 
supported by the Lloyds Register Foundation. https://snr.org.uk/the-
mariners-mirror-podcast/ 

University of New South Wales Australian Naval History 
The Australian Naval History Podcast Series discussed important and 
little known event in the history of the Royal Australian Navy. It brings 
together in discussion historians and veterans to outline and analyse 
each topic. Over a hundred panellists have taken part from Australia and 
overseas.

https://www.unsw.adfa.edu.au/podcasts/ 

Dr Alexander Clarke 
Discussions and talks on a wide range of naval history topics Youtube 
channel #NavalHistoryLive

Jamie’s Armoured Carriers
Archive footage and accounts of the operation of the Royal Navy’s 
armoured carriers in World War 2

Youtube Channel Armoured Carriers and www.armouredcarriers.com.

New Books by Members

Derek Nudd Castaways in Question: British naval 
interrogation in two World Wars, Cottage Grove Editions 
£12.99

Castaways in Question explores prisoner interrogation as a 
structured, systematic source of naval intelligence from its 
genesis in 1915 to denazification in 1946. It tracks the growing 
maturity of the team’s processes and outputs during the First 
World War, and their development into a format that was 
re-used in the Second. The value of the interrogators’ work 
grew in parallel, becoming well respected in the First World 
War and arguably pivotal in the later conflict. The book 

examines the effect they had on the intelligence battle in both conflicts. It 
looks at some of their ‘customers’, at their reaction to the atrocities of war 
and at the pressures that might induce a hardened mariner to switch sides. 
It finishes with the pacification and denazification of post-Second World 
War Germany, and some of the ambivalent features of Allied occupation.

Jeremy Stocker Architects of Continental Seapower: Comparing Tirpitz 
and Gorshkov, Routledge, Hardback  £101.46, Kindle £33.29

This book describes and analyses two iconic figures in twentieth-century 
naval history: the German Admiral Alfred von Tirpitz and the Russian 
Admiral Sergei Gorshkov. 

It examines the men, what they thought and wrote about seapower, the 

https://sam-willis.com/
https://www.lrfoundation.org.uk/en/
https://snr.org.uk/the-mariners-mirror-podcast/
https://snr.org.uk/the-mariners-mirror-podcast/
https://www.unsw.adfa.edu.au/podcasts/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCE2x09tU0GwAGiSbFPEhIwQ?view_as=subscriber
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCE2x09tU0GwAGiSbFPEhIwQ?view_as=subscriber
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCx5-bVhJD0qTT0_A-zXKo0A
http://www.armouredcarriers.com/
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fleets they created and the strategic consequences of what 
they did. More broadly, it draws on the respective histories 
of the post-1897 Imperial German Navy and the post-1956 
Soviet Navy to examine the continental bid for large-scale 
seapower. The work argues that both individuals built navies 
that did not, and could not, fulfil the objectives for which 
they were created. Drawing on the legacies of both men, 
the book also develops some wider ideas about the creation 
of large navies by continental states, with cautionary 
lessons for today’s emerging powers, India and China. Both 
admirals have received book-length biographies, but this is 
the first attempt at a comparative study and the first to draw 
broader strategic lessons from their respective attempts as 

continental navalists to challenge maritime states.

John Johnson-Allen Rosy Wemyss Admiral of the Fleet: 
The man who created Armistice Day Writtles Publishing 
£17.99, publication 31 May 2021

This book will be of much interest to students of naval 
history, strategic studies and international relations. Rosslyn 
Wemyss’ life and career was both fascinating and brilliant; 
he was a most distinguished admiral who is very little 
known. As the Allied naval representative at the Armistice 
negotiations on 11 November, 1918, he left an indelible 
mark on the life of this country when he was responsible, 
with Marshal Foch, for the creation of Armistice Day. The 

negotiations took place in a railway carriage at Compiegne in France when 
the decision was made at 5.30 a.m. to cease hostilities on land, in the air 
and sea at 11 a.m. on that day. One of the most illustrious of Scottish 
admirals, he was a member of the Clan Wemyss, whose ancestral seat is 
Wemyss Castle in Fife, overlooking the Firth of Forth. Rosslyn joined 
the navy at the age of 13 in 1877, at the same time as Prince George, the 
younger son of the Prince of Wales, they became lifelong friends. After 
they left Dartmouth they joined their first ship together and sailed around 
the world for the next two years. In his early career, this friendship found 
him posted to serve on two ships for royal tours abroad and on two of the 
royal yachts. In 1915, by then a rear-admiral, he was sent to create a naval 
base at Mudros, to serve the Gallipoli campaign and was in command of 
the landings and then the evacuation of all the troops. The evacuation was 
so successful that only one man was lost from the approximately 140,000 
who were taken off the beaches. From there, he was sent to Port Said to 
command the East Indies and Red Sea Station. For the next 18 months, the 
main thrust of his command was supporting the Arab Revolt and helping 
T. E. Lawrence and the Arabs, under Emir Feisal, to oust the Turks from 
all the ports on the eastern shore of the Red Sea. Without his support, the 
Arab Revolt would have collapsed and the legend of Lawrence of Arabia 
would not have been created. In 1917 he returned to the United Kingdom 
to become Deputy First Sea Lord, stepping up to the post of First Sea 
Lord at the end of the year. As First Sea Lord, he represented British 
naval interests at the Versailles Peace Conference. Through Rosslyn’s 
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rich archive of letters and reports and his own words, this book gives 
a wonderful insight into the life of a man who became one of the most 
popular and senior officers in the Royal Navy at the time, and who was 
known throughout the navy as ‘Rosy’.

Paul Brown Abandon Ship: The real story of the Sinkings in 
the Falklands War Osprey, hb £16

Nearly 40 years after the Falklands conflict of 1982, the full 
story behind the loss of six British ships and an Argentinian 
cruiser is revealed using previously unpublished material 
obtained by the author using the Freedom of Information 
Act. The Falklands War was a pivotal event in twentieth-
century history, an unexpected war that grabbed 
international headlines and was to test the British forces to 
their limits. When Argentinian forces invaded the Falklands 
the British government responded by dispatching a task force 

to the Atlantic to take back control of the islands. The resulting war saw 
modern weapon systems tested in combat for the first time, to devastating 
effect. In the aftermath, official documents were released, but many were 
heavily censored through redactions or withheld altogether, so that a full 
understanding of events could not be gained until now. Significant new facts 
help explain the loss of HMS Antelope, Ardent, Coventry and Sheffield, 
RFA Sir Galahad and SS Atlantic Conveyor – as well as the controversial 
sinking of the Argentinian cruiser General Belgrano. In particular, there 
are startling disclosures about the reasons for the losses of HMS Ardent 
and SS Atlantic Conveyor.  

Offer to members: Visit www.ospreypublishing.com and enter offer 
code AS20 at checkout to receive a 20 per cent discount on this book. You 
can also call 01256 302699 to order; remember to quote AS20 to get 20 per 
cent  off the book. Offer valid until 1 June 2021.

Peter Hore Bletchley Park’s Secret Source, Churchill’s Wrens 
and the Y Service in World War II Pen and Sword £15.99

The Second World War codebreaking station at Bletchley 
is well known and its activities documented in detail. 
Its decryption capabilities were vital to the war effort, 
significantly aiding Allied victory. But where did the 
messages being deciphered come from in the first place?

This is the extraordinary untold story of the Y-Service, a 
secret even more closely guarded than Bletchley Park. The 
Y-Service was the code for the chain of wireless intercept 
stations around Britain and all over the world. Hundreds of 

wireless operators, many of them who were civilians, listened to German, 
Italian and Japanese radio networks and meticulously logged everything 
they heard. Some messages were then used tactically but most were sent 
on to Station X – Bletchley Park – where they were deciphered, translated 
and consolidated to build a comprehensive overview of the enemy’s 
movements and intentions.

Peter Hore delves into the fascinating history of the Y-service, with 

http://www.ospreypublishing.com/
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particular reference to the girls of the Women’s Royal Naval Service: 
Wrens who escaped from Singapore to Colombo as the war raged, only 
to be torpedoed in the Atlantic on their way back to Britain; the woman 
who had a devastatingly true premonition that disaster would strike on 
her way to Gibraltar; the Australian who went from being captain of the 
English women’s cricket team to a Second World War Wren to the head of 
Abbotleigh girls school in Sydney; how the Y-service helped to hunt the 
German battleship Bismarck in the North Atlantic, and how it helped to 
torpedo a Japanese cruiser in the Indian Ocean. Together, these incredible 
stories build a picture of the Second World War as it has never been viewed 
before.

David Hobbs Taranto And Naval Air Warfare in the 
Mediterranean, 1940–1945, Seaforth £35

This is the first book to focus on the Fleet Air Arm’s 
contribution to naval operations in the Mediterranean after 
the Italian declaration of war in June 1940. The Royal Navy 
found itself facing a larger and better-equipped Italian surface 
fleet, large Italian and German air forces equipped with 
modern aircraft and both Italian and German submarines. 
Its own aircraft were a critical element of an unprecedented 
fight on, over and under the sea surface.

The best-known action was the crippling of the Italian 
fleet at Taranto, which demonstrated how aircraft carriers and their 
aircraft had replaced the dominance of battleships, but every subsequent 
operation is covered from the perspective of naval aviation. Some of 
these, like Matapan or the defence of the ‘Pedestal’ convoy to Malta, are 
famous but others in support of land campaigns and in the Aegean after 
the Italian surrender are less well recorded. In all these, the ingenuity and 
innovation of the Fleet Air Arm shines through – Taranto pointed the way 
to what the Japanese would achieve at Pearl Harbor, while air cover for the 
Salerno landings demonstrated the effectiveness of carrier-borne fighters 
in amphibious operations, a tactic adopted by the US Navy.

The author’s years of archival research together with his experience as 
a carrier pilot allow him to describe and analyse the operations of naval 
aircraft in the Mediterranean with unprecedented authority. This provides 
the book with novel insights into many familiar facets of the Mediterranean 
war while for the first time doing full justice to the Fleet Air Arm’s lesser 
known achievements.

Nicholas Jellicoe George Jellicoe, SAS and SBS Commander  Pen-and-
Sword Books, publication 31 May 2021

George Jellicoe, son of Admiral Sir John Jellicoe, commander of the 
British Grand Fleet at Jutland, was never compromised by his privileged 
upbringing. In this insightful biography, his son describes a life of action, 
drama, public service and controversy.

George’s exploits with the newly formed SAS, as David Stirling’s 
second-in-command, and later commanding the SBS, make for fascinating 
reading. Over four years it embraced the North African and Mediterranean 
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campaigns and culminated in the saving of a newly liberated 
Athens from the communist guerrillas of ELAS.

The brutality of Stalinist communism led him to join the 
post-war Foreign Office. In Washington he worked with 
Kim Philby and Donald Maclean in the cloak and dagger 
world of espionage. Resigning in 1958 so he could marry 
the woman he loved, he turned to politics. Although his 
ministerial career ended in 1973 after unwittingly become 
entangled with the Lambton scandal, he continued to sit in 
the House of Lords becoming ‘Father of the House’. He 
held numerous public appointments including president of 
the Royal Geographical Society, chairman of the Medical 

Research Council, president of the SAS Regimental Association and the 
UK Crete Veterans Association.

Thanks to the author’s research and access, this is more than a biography 
of a significant public figure. It provides fascinating detail of Special 
Forces operations and the characters of the countless figures with whom 

he mixed.

Ian Buxton and Ian Johnston Battleship ‘Duke of York’: 
An Anatomy from Building to Breaking Seaforth £36 
(introductory offer), publication 31 May 2021

Unlike the United States, which has preserved a number of 
battleships as museums or memorials, not a single British 
dreadnought survives in the country that invented them. 
This book is an ambitious attempt to achieve the next best 
thing, a level of documentation in plans, photographs and 

words that portrays every aspect of the ship, albeit in two dimensions. 
Although the ship was chosen primarily because of the wealth of source 
material, Duke of York enjoyed a distinguished wartime career that 
included sinking the German battleship Scharnhorst in 1943 and serving 
as the flagship of the British Pacific Fleet in 1945, so is a fitting subject for 
such in-depth treatment. 

The core of the book is the reproduction in full colour of a complete 
set of as-fitted plans of the ship, including many details and close-ups. 
These are complemented by an unusually thorough set drawn after 
the ship’s major refit in March 1945, showing all the modifications 
undertaken to prepare the ship for service alongside the US Navy in the 
Pacific. Photographic coverage begins with the stunning views taken by 
the builder’s professional cameraman during every stage of construction, 
continues with many shots of the ship during her active service, and 
concludes with an illustrated chronology of the breaking up. This last 
is included not just for completeness but because photos of the ship at 
various stages of demolition demonstrate many aspects of the interior 
structure, compartments and their fittings that are otherwise invisible. 
While the emphasis may be primarily visual, the accompanying narrative 
and captions display the expertise and in-depth knowledge of the authors, 
making the text as enlightening as the illustration. The result is a uniquely 
comprehensive portrait of a great ship in all its complexity, and a book 
that no warship enthusiast will want to miss.
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Andrew Boyd, Frank Cowin, Andrew Lambert Favourate 
of Fortune, Captain John Quilliam, Trasfalgar Hero, 
Seaforth £20 (introductory offer), publication 31 May 2021

The Royal Navy of Nelson’s time was not short of heroes, 
nor of outstanding achievements, but even in this crowded 
field the career of Captain John Quilliam stands out – so 
often the right man in the right place at the right time, he 
was justly described by a contemporary as ‘the favourite of 
fortune’. Born on the Isle of Man 250 years ago, Quilliam 
has until now evaded detailed study of his extraordinary life.

Indeed, while celebrated as a Manx hero, in the wider world beyond the 
Island one of the most important men on the quarter deck of HMS Victory 
at the battle of Trafalgar remains largely unrecognised. Trafalgar, however, 
was not even the high point of Quilliam’s professional journey.

From the lowest rung of the ladder in the dockyard at Portsmouth he 
climbed to become Victory’s First Lieutenant, having already survived two 
of the bloodiest sea battles of the era at Camperdown and Copenhagen.

In the process he won a share in undreamed of wealth through the seizure 
of one of the largest hauls of Spanish gold ever taken by the Georgian navy. 
Promoted post-captain, Quilliam reached the apogee of his profession, 
commanding frigates in the Baltic and on the Newfoundland station in the 
War of 1812.

There, in a bizarre twist worthy of a novel by O’Brian or Forester, he 
defeated an accusation of shirking an engagement with the American super-
frigate President in a court martial brought by his own first lieutenant. 
This first full biography of a far-from-ordinary naval officer is itself an 
unusual collaboration between three writers, each interested in different 
aspects of Quilliam’s career, but united by a belief that it deserves a wider 
audience.

Ian Friel Britain and the Ocean Road Shipwrecks and 
People, 1297–1825 Pen and Sword Books £20

Britain and the Ocean Road uses new first-hand research 
and unconventional interpretations to take a fresh look at 
British maritime history in the age of sail.

The human stories of eight shipwrecks serve as waypoints 
on the voyage, as the book explores how and why Britain 
became a global sea power. Each chapter has people at its heart 
– sailors, seafaring families, passengers, merchants, pirates, 
explorers, and many others. The narrative encompasses an 
extraordinary range of people, ships and events, such as a 

bloody maritime civil war in the thirteenth century, a seventeenth-century 
American teenager who stepped from one ship to another – and into a life 
of piracy, a British warship that fought at Trafalgar (on the French side), 
and the floating hell of a Liverpool slave-ship, sunk in the year before the 
slave trade was abolished.

The book is full of surprising details and scenes, including England’s 
rudest and crudest street name, what it was like to be a passenger in a 
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medieval ship (take a guess), how a fragment of the English theatre reached 
the Far East during Shakespeare’s lifetime, who forgave who after a deadly 
pirate duel, why there were fancy dress parties in the Arctic, and where 
you could get the best herring.

Britain and the Ocean Road is the first of two works aimed at introducing 
a general audience to the gripping (and at times horrifying) story of 
Britain, its people and the sea. The books will also interest historians and 
archaeologists, as they are based on original scholarship. 

Ian Friel Breaking Seas Broken Ships People, Shipwrecks 
and Britain, 1854–2007 Pen and Sword Books £20

Following Britain and the Ocean Road, Ian Friel expertly 
navigates the history of Britain and the sea from the Middle 
Ages to modern times. With Breaking Seas, Broken Ships, 
we follow the story of Britain’s maritime history through 
some of its most dramatic shipwrecks. From the country’s 
imperial zenith to the very different world of the early 
twenty-first century we encounter an extraordinary range of 
people, ships and events, including the crew and passengers 
of a state-of-the-art Victorian steamship who vanished in 

the Atlantic; the sailors of a doomed collier brig in the dying days of sail – 
and the wives and children they left behind; a lowly ex-naval stoker who 
went into showbiz with his version of a disaster caused by an admiral; a 
First World War merchant ship captain who fought a running battle with 
German U-Boats; the courage and compassion shown by British sailors 
who escaped their dive-bombed ships; the people who confronted the 
‘black tide’ left by the oil tanker Torrey Canyon; how the container ship 
has helped to make a new world for us all – for better or worse.

With people at the heart of every chapter, it explores major environmental 
themes alongside the traditional concerns of maritime history, such as 
trade, social issues and naval warfare. Their experiences tell us the story 
of Britain’s maritime past, one that is remarkable, moving and at times 
horrifying. Based on brand new scholarship, it is perfect for history 
enthusiasts, professional historians and archaeologists alike.
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Society For Nautical Research
Membership Report 1 January 2021 to 31 March 2021

New Members
Edward Michaelis Berlin, Germany
Charles Wild Clareville, New South Wales, Australia
Chris Eccleston Macclesfield, Cheshire
Eric Dolin Marblehead, Massachusetts, USA
Michael Willis St Albans, Hertfordshire
Brent Glaspie Kenmore, Washington, USA
Frances Houghton Kirkbymoorside, York
Joseph Kenney London
Daniel Pariser Brooklyn, New York, USA
Alex Pocklington Epsom, Surrey
Ian Stafford Wimbledon, Merton, London
Nick Newland Cardigan, Ceredigion. Wales
Johan Opdebeeck Brabant, Belgium.
Donna Seger Salem, Massachusetts, USA
Manuel Contreras MedinaMadrid, Spain
Ken Dijksman Newbury, Berkshire.
Katherine Parker London.
Marc Priest Farnborough, Hampshire.
Donald Maxton Springfield, New Jersey USA
Robert Andreotti Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA
David Crowe Winston Salem, North Carolina, USA
Greg Hilditch Gloucester, Gloucestershire
Jonathan Turner Dartmouth, Devon
Douglas Bleach Bromley, Kent
Steven Paull London
Phil Hanvey Portballintrae, Antrim, Northern Ireland
Edgar Noise Tunbridge Wells, Kent
Karen Inkster Vance Surrey, British Columbia, Canada
Simon Kelsey East Lothian, Scotland
Stephen Bloomfield Ingatestone, Essex.
Matt Burleigh Salisbury, Wiltshire
Marc Valley Tennessee, USA
Captain Terry Hughes Lydney, Gloucestershire
Brett Smith Sedgefield, Durham
Robin Britten Ashwell, Hertfordshire
Dr Chris Madsden North Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
Michael Hargreave MawsonBedford
David Griffiths Emsworth, Hampshire
Alexander van Maanen Runsaterwoude, Zuid-Holland, Netherlands
Dr Elena Yatzeck Chicago, Illinois, USA
Stephen Bluto Forest Hills, New York
Dr Matthew Heaslip Woking, Surrey
Dr Anna Gielas Cambridge
Bjorn Hagberg Stockholm, Sweden
Barbara Johnson Gosport, Hampshire
Stuart Howard London
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Harry Eagar Sykesville, Maryland, USA
James Smith Plymouth, Devon
Oliver O’Sullivan Oxford
Dr Michael Shaw Hove, East Sussex
Jonathan Nash Buffalo, New York, USA
Andrew Hall Galveston, Texas, USA
Scott Boyd Fredericksburg, Virginia, USA
Marianne Kavanagh London
Dr Joseph Richardson Dublin, Ireland
Prof. Antonio Musarra Genoa, Liguria, Italy
Stephen Fisher Southampton, Hampshire
Dr James Smith Newark, Nottinghamshire
James L. Kerr Essex, Connecticut, USA
Martin Hurwitz Longboat Key, Florida, USA
oop van’t Hoff Bennebrook, Noord-Holland, Netherlands
Kevin Stall Worthing, West Sussex
Dr K. van Terheyden Royston, Hertfordshire
Claire Denham London
Fred Larimore Great Cacapon, West Virginia, USA
Phoebe-Jane Smith Southsea, Hampshire
William Howes Bolton, Lancashire
John Simlett Fishguard, Pembrokeshire, Wales
Nathanial Howe Mercer Island, Washington, USA
Andrew Swinburne Shrewsbury, Shropshire

New Student Members
David Pooser Hillsboro, Oregon, USA
Arlen Veysay Chard, Somerset
Purong Dai Shanghai, China
Steven Bacon Annapolis, Maryland, USA
Nicola Carotenuto St Hughes College, Oxford
Nicholas Williams East Malling, Kent
Graham Hockley Rowlands Castle, Hampshire
Keith Ross Briston, Norfolk
Robert Smith Leeds, West Yorkshire
Alexander Greenlee Brunswick, Maine, USA
Ammar Tivari Liége, Belgium
Madeline Broad Glasgow, Scotland
Akash Vetrivel Allen, Texas, USA
Ellis Huddart Lancaster, Lancashire
Lewis Carter Hull, Yorkshire

Reported Deaths
Dr Klaus Reisch  Kitzbuhel, Austria
Dr Selma Barkham  Chichester, West Sussex
Geoff Loram  Wirral, Merseyside
Ronald Gadd Usk, Scotland
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